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President's Notes 

Importance of Rangelands 
Every chance I get, I talk about 

the importance of Rangelands. I 
stress that it is rangelands which 
provide the watersheds for this 
water-starved planet, watersheds 
that are also the home for most 
wildlife, that are extensive sour- 
ces of recreation and open space, 
and which provide significant eco- 
nomic values. We take these qual- 
ities for granted. But we must 

school ourselves to repeat these values time and again. 
The leaders of all nations are not cognizant of the impor- 
tance of these rangeland natural resources. Their ener- 
gies are consumed by more immediate problems. This is 
an understandable phenomenon—yet because of it, ran- 
gelands frequently go wanting to the detriment of man- 
kind. 

Importance of Proper Care of Rangelands 
In these Notes I had earlier decided to expand the 

"Importance" subject to touch on the importance of 
proper care—how all the qualities listed above blossom 
and magnify with proper care. About the same time I read 
the Pacific Northwest Section President's Message in 
their September newsletter. John Buckhouse did such a 
fine job on the very point of "taking proper care" that I am 
going to quote two of the examples he used: 

Jack Ward Thomas was telling me a story when I last saw 
him: Seems he was near Pakistan on the Hindu Kush looking 
for wild sheep in the barren, rocky mountains that make up 
that region, when a group of men armed with AK-47s chal- 
lenged and threatened him. Apparently they suspected this 
man and his binoculars of spying. Finally they let him go 
when the leader said, "It doesn't matter, we've already won." 
With that they disappeared on down the trail. 

As Jack's heartbeat returned to normal, he contemplated 
the situatation. This was the pass through which armed men 
had travelled for centuries on their way to or from one cam- 
paign or another—always, we assume, with the goal of mak- 
ing their lives better because of the current revolution. But if 
one looked at the Hindu Kush itself, one was forced to recog- 
nize that the area which once supported forests, then shrubs, 
then grass had degraded to barren, rocky slopes with almost 
no soil and precious little vegetation. And yet another group 
of warriors were off to "make it better" through violence, 
mayhem, and killing. 

"When the soil is gone, armed men and revolutions won't 
bring it back", Jack concluded. 

W.C. Lowdermilk concluded something similar when he 
completed his study of ancient, failed civilizations. Lowder- 
milk investigated several Old-World areas during the late 
1930's. He found that while there was corruption in their 
governments, enemies from without and within, and moral 
decline, these civilizations failed because they had foolishly 
depleted their natural resources. Hillsides eroded, losing soil 

and productivity. Lowlands and canals, in turn, became 
clogged with silt and sediments. Lowdermilk wrote that a 
nation can no more support a civilization on a declining 
resource base than an individual can build a house on shifting 
sands. 

Well said John! 
Let me emphasize that the Old-World areas aren't the 

only source of problems. We still have our share of range- 
lands on the North American continent that are not prop- 
erly cared for. To that end, I urge the livestock industry to 
seriously consider that they simply cannot support those 
among them who violate principles of good range man- 
agement. 

Good for the Soul 
While attending the Mexico, New Mexico, Texas joint 

section meeting at El Paso in October, Alice and I had the 
special privilege of a personal tour of the nearby Bob and 
Alice Beard Ranch. 1990 Texas Section President Steve 
Hartman and his wife Georgia along with Don and Dee 
Cox escorted us to the ranch to enjoy Bob and Alice's tour 
and gracious hospitality. Bob and Alice had been pres- 
ented one of the Texas Section Excellence in Grazing 
Management Awards the day before. I soon learned why. 

This northwest Texas Ranch is 125,000 acres with a 
relatively low 10" precipitation. It is 125,000 acres of 
dense and diverse grass stands waving in the breeze. It is 
a panorama with carefully rotated fat cattle and antelope, 
some of which frolicked around us as we drove through. 
Bob's rotation provides for growing season rest at least 
every third year and the ranch clearly shows the benefit of 
his pride and tender loving care. 

This visit was good for the soul. I wish everyone could 
see this ranch and the benefits of taking proper care. 

importance of Recognition 
The Bob Beard Award is just one of forty or so Excel- 

lence in Grazing Management Awards that our SRM Sec- 
tions present annually—recognition that is so important 
to our cause of properly managed rangelands. Related to 
this, I have asked the Awards Committee to try and find a 
way to elevate the Excellence in Grazing Management 
Awards Program to international visibility. The program 
and the successful ranchers are fully deserving. The 
committee is working on this. 

The Secret is Out 
From the California Section Newsletter, I learned Pres- 

ident Mike Connor's secret of how he's so far kept the 
California Section out in the lead for my President's 
Membership Challenge. All Section Presidents have the 
ful' list of names of the contenders in their section as well 
as those who have succeeded. There is accountability. 
Well, Mike simply tracks that information, and publicizes 
the successful California contenders to all their member- 
ship. I can see why California is a worthy adversary. 
Remember the competition is over at the end of December. 

See you in D.C. for a blockbuster meeting!—Rex 
Cleary, SRM President 
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Executive Vice-President's Report 

Once in a while I have some 
just plain old good luck. Who 
would have thought that some- 
one's retirement would be my 
good fortune, but it has. It's hard 
to believe that my wife is now 
retired from her position with the 
Postal Service after twenty-five 
years (25); time truly does fly. On 
the first of October I went home 
and helped her move to Denver 
to be with me full time rather than weekends. To put it 
mildly, things have really changed—like from can openers 
to her wonderful meals. The old bathroom scale is going 
to get a workout from now on. 

We have rented two rooms on the second floor of the 
SRM office as an apartment, so the smell of Johnnie's 
cooking is literally driving the staff wild. I only hope they 
can get used to it and not mutiny to the second floor and 
eat my supper before I get a single bite. 

Now everything has a small problem or two. When you 
visit the office you will note the new look, squeaky clean. 
Can you imagine your Executive Vice President up on a 
ladder washing the chandeliers. Well that was only one of 
the things and I'm afraid there will be a lot more. Just a 
word to the wise: be sure to wipe your feet before you 
come in. 

Speaking of renting, I believe we may have two more 
rooms rented out. It's been a long, hard struggle to say the 
least with the Denver economy so depressed. I didn't get 
the rent that I had hoped for, but something is certainly 
much better than nothing. We have one nice upstairs 
office room still vacant, If you hear of someone who is 
looking for beautiful, quiet space, please ask them to 
contact our office. 

It has been suggested, and I think it's a fine idea, that 
perhaps one of our certified range consultants might like 
to have space in the SRM headquarters. 

it's slightly related, but now since I'm a so-called senior 
citizen, I've discovered the senior rates offered by several 
airlines. This has certainly been a great help financially in 
attending Section meetings as well as a savings for the 
SRM. Just recently I was able to attend four Section meet- 
ings at a very reasonable cost, particularly when the Sec- 
tions generously helped with complimentary rooms. I 

really appreciated that and I'm certain the members of our 
Society do, too. 

A few thoughts and observations from these Section 
meetings. Number one is we must always remember 
where ourstrength lies, and it's with the membership and 
at the Section level. When those people are up to speed 
the Society is a powerful and highly respected represen- 
tative for the science and art of range management. It 
would certainly be a terrible mistake if our leadership ever 
thought they were too busy to attend the Section meet- 
ings, Thank goodness that has never been a problem, to 
my knowledge. A second point is that the SRM is not just 
another organization to support and attend when the 
notion strikes our fancy. The Society for Range Manage- 
ment sets the tempo and direction for what happens on 
this kind of land. Its importance can not be overstated. 
Those few who simply consider it as only a way to make a 

living are to be felt sorry for. If that is all they intend to get 
out of their lives and careers, it's simply a boring waste of 
time and energy. Perhaps the most exciting time in a 
person's life is after retirement when you are free to 
devote full time to making things better to everyone's 
benefit, including the resource. 

One of the highest priorities of our Society is develop- 
ing working relationships with other organizations. It not 
only makes good friends and co-workers, but strengthens 
the whole effort. A case in point is our working with the 
Public Lands Council. This group made up of basically 
ranchers who use the public lands can gain a great deal 
from the SRM, and we profit from their input as well. It's 
absolutely imperative to understand everyone's point of 
view if we are to make improvements that benefit all con- 
cerned. There is no reason for winners and losers. We can 
all win if we work long and hard enough. As an example, 
trade offs are simply a cop out for a lack of desire to learn 
and work. If we are all dedicated enough, a beneficial 
answer for everyone can be found. All it takes is thought- 
ful work and forget those hidden agendas. 

A second example is the Grazing Lands Forum. It may 
not have made some dynamic steps, but I have found the 
friends and connections that resulted more than worth 
the effort and frustration. 

I hope to see many more good SRM members before 
the year is over. Inspite of a few minor bumps in the road, 
it's been a very good year—Peter V. Jackson, Executive 
Vice President 
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Pioneering in Southwest Nebraska 
Gary W. Frasler and E. Belie Sims Frasler 

The region between the Rocky Mountains and 
the Missouri-Mississippi rivers was one of the last places 
in the United States to be settled. There were few trees 
and little water. Rivers were widely spaced and shallow 
with wide flood plains. The upland areas between the 
rivers, frequently 20 to 50 miles wide, were monotonous 
flat surfaces broken with shallow depressions or "buffalo 
wallows." Blue grama and buffalo grasses dominated 
these upland divides and grew to the edge of the river 
banks. This treeless, shortgrass prairie region, now re- 
ferred to as the High Plains, was believed to be unsuited 
for human habitation, fit only for the vast buffalo herds 
roaming the area. A few nomadic Indian tribes lived along 
some of the rivers where the low canyon banks provided 
protection from wind and snow during the winters. 

Before the American Civil War, the area was considered 
a vast wasteland to be crossed while going "West." The 
Oregon Trail to California and Oregon and the Mormon 
Trail to Utah followed the Platte river across central 
Nebraska. The Santa Fe Trail headed southwest across 
Kansas into New Mexico. 

Following the Civil 'War, great herds of Texas 
Longhorn cattle crossed this land going north, initially to 
the railhead stockyards at Ogallala, Nebraska, and later to 
cattle ranches in Montana. A few hardy families began to 
settle along the smaller rivers and creeks. Water was 
available in the rivers, most of the time, and the soil was 
generally suited to farming. Nowadays it is difficult to 

The author is a research scientist with the Crops Research Laboratory, Fort 
Collins, Cob. Belle Is his mother, who still runs the family ranch. 

IKANSAS I 

comprehend why a person would come to a "desert" and 
try to make a living for a family. This is a story of one of 
those early settlers, the Samuel Sims family, who moved 
in 1883 from Kansas City, Missouri, to the Frenchman 
River area in Southwest Nebraska. 

The Sims family history parallels much of the early 
expansion history of the United States, with roots going 
back to the days of the Revolutionary War. By the time of 
the War of 1812, the Sims family had progressed to the 
"Western Frontier—Ohio." 

Samuel Sims was born in 1837. His father, a stern and 
stubborn man, was a blacksmith in the village of Gratiot, 
Ohio, between Zanesville and Columbus. He believed 
that to spare the rod was to spoil the child. However, he 
didn't believe in whipping girls, so, whenever any of 
Samuel's five sisters did anything wrong, it was Samuel 
that got whaled for it. The Gratiot schoolmaster shared 

I NEBRASKA I 

Denver R. 

Tsxaa Trail 

upiano usvioe norrgrass rair,e, .ournwesr Iveorasa. 
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these same views and when anything happened at school, 
he whaled the daylights out of the boys and told the girls 
they deserved the same and would get it if they were boys. 
Between the strict father and a cranky schoolmaster, 
Samuel spent a good share of the early part of his life 
receiving hot applications on the painful parts. 

In 1847, Samuel contracted pneumonia afterwalking in 
water puddles going to school. A prolonged illness even- 
tually destroyed his right lung. He was never able to per- 
form strenuous manual labor. After finishing his educa- 
tion, he tried his hand at teaching in the South but was 
chased out of town for his belief in equal education for all, 
irrespective of race. By the early 1880's he was in the 
Kansas City, Missouri, area, working at various tasks. 

The glowing tales of opportunities to pioneer 
in southwest Nebraska had to be explored. Several of 
Samuel's sisters were living in the larger towns in Nebraska. 
In 1882 he traveled to the Frenchman River area in the 
southwest corner of Nebraska and found a suitable piece 
of land along the river. A squatter, one who had never filed 
for formal title of the land, living on the land was glad to 
find someone who would pay for the improvements, con- 
sisting of a one-room sodhouse and and a small dugout 
stable. Samuel filed a homestead application with the 
Federal Land Office in North Platte, Nebraska, over 100 
miles away. 

In 1883 Samuel brought his wife, Alice, and two small 
sons, Artie and Guy, to the ranch. They were not fully 
settled when letters came pouring in from relatives who 
were coming to see their new home on the wild frontier. 
Their small house was not large enough to hold the vis- 
itors and it was necessary to find other accommodations. 
A short distance away was the old house of the Rowley 
Ranch near present day Wauneta, Nebraska. The owner, 
a nephew of Samuel, gave permission for the family to 
move into the larger house to receive the guests. 

The history of the Rowley Ranch typifies some 
of the "wildness" thatwas in the area duringthis time. The 
Rowley ranch was started in the early 1870's by George 
Rowley. The ranch house, considered very elegant, con- 
sisted of seven rooms, a basement, a fireplace, and even a 
wood floor. On October 3, 1878, a rider on an exhausted 
horse rode up to the ranch and yelled, "Get the women 
and children out of here, the Indians are coming." They 
made a wild ride to Culbertson, Nebraska, 25 miles to the 
east, where they were safe. Chief Dull Knife was leading a 
band of Cheyenne Indians who had left the reservation in 
Oklahoma. They were heading to their traditional home- 
land of the Pine Ridge country in northern Nebraska. 

George Rowley was not at home, having gone on a 
business trip to Greeley, Colorado. There he learned that 
the Indians were coming up the cattle trailfrom the south 
of his ranch. Being concerned for his family, he rode the 
120 miles to Ogallala, Nebraska, and discovered that his 
family had reached safety and that the Indians had passed 
through the area. He never dreamed that some of the 

Indians had stopped off, built some "sweat" houses, and 
were resting. He came upon this trailing group, was killed, 
and his body dumped into a gully. The leather was 
stripped from his new saddle and the saddle tree thrown 
away. Some of his men found the saddle tree a few days 
later but did not associate it with George, believing he was 
still in Greeley. No one realized he was missing until 
others from his group returned several weeks later. Mrs. 
Rowley never returned to the ranch to live. When the 
Simses moved into the house 5 years later with their 
visiting relatives, the hammer and nails used to remodel a 
room on the day of the Indian raid were still lying where 

they were dropped. Rowley's skinned saddle tree lay in 
the yard. 

In the fall of 83, Samuel went to McCook, 
Nebraska, forthe winter's supply of food. One of the main 
food items was 10 bushels of potatoes. During an early 
cold spell in the beginning of the winter, all the potatoes 
froze and were ruined. This put the family on very short 
rations. A three-day trip each way to McCook in the dead 
of winter to replenish the supplies was risky because of 
the condition of Samuel's health. By February their food 
supply was gone. Samuel would have to risk the trip. On 
the planned day there was a howling blizzard, which 
meant the trip would be impossible for several weeks. 
They would soon be starving. In mid morning there was a 
knock on the door. Samuel nearly collapsed. He thought 
it was someone to stay with them until the storm was over 
and it would mean another mouth to feed. He opened the 
door and it was one of the Rowley cowpunchers who had 
married George Rowley's widow and was living 7 miles 
down the valley. his men had butchered a beef and he had 
brought a "taste of beef" to the new neighbors. 

Valley bottom shortgrass, southwest Nebraska. 
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Later, Samuel bought 50 head of yearling heifers and 
turned them loose on the open range like the other cat- 
tlemen did. He never saw 25 of them again. The Sims 
place was only 1 1/2 miles from where the Texas Cattle 
Trail crossed the Frenchman River heading north. During 
the summers of 1883—84, an average of one trail herd a 
day and sometimes two crossed the river. The Sims heif- 
ers probably got caught up in one of the herds. 

In 1884, the oldest Sims boy, Artie, spent most of the 
summer working on the roundup as a horse wrangler for 
the ET brand cattle outf it west of Wauneta. This roundup 
was the start of the cattle removal from the "open range" 
for the eventual opening of the country to homesteaders. 
The roundup started in eastern Colorado and moved 
down the Republican River. They passed the home place 
only once in the late summer. What an experience for a 
13-year old boy, away from home for the first time. He 
kept his horse hobbled at night and at the first sight of 
daylight was off to bring in the horse remudaforthe other 
cowboys to select their mounts for the day. 

During one period the roundup spent 3 days near Wray, 
Colorado, waiting to join another group. Time hung 
heavy for Artie Sims. He climbed a railroad water tower 
next to the tracks and spotted a henhouse at a residence 
not far away with a bunch of "far ranging" chickens. The 
potential for a change in menu from the common fare of 
beef was too much for the cowpunchers. On the last day 
of their stay near Wray, a young lad from the residence 
wandered into the cowcamp. One of the cowboys menti- 
oned, "I see you have some chickens. Guess we should 
have been eating some of them." The young man said, 
"You don't want to eat any of them! They have cholera." 
When the opportunity came for a peek at the henhouse, 

the cowboys found the floor covered with dead chickens 
and their heads turned green. Perhaps the ones they had 
grabbed and eaten were not sick! 

When Artie came home from the roundup in 
the fall of 1884, the Simses decided to goto Kansas City 
so the boys could get some taste of schooling. When they 
returned to Nebraska in the spring of 1885, the valley road 
was strung with prairie schooners of the homesteaders. 
Some of the Old West was gone forever in that area. 

One day in 1884 Samuel had walked around looking 
east and west. His son asked him what he saw: "I see a 
railroad coming up the valley, and it will pass about here." 
In the spring of 1887, a corps of railroad engineers came 
up the valley surveying for the new tracks, followed by 
great gangs of men, teams with plows, slip scrapers, all 
the last word in modern dirt-moving equipment. Before 
summer's end, the grade was built. The center of the 
railroad track is about 90 feet from the place where 
Samuel was standing three years earlier. 

Early in the summer of 1887, a 14-year old boy turned 
up at the Simses' place and asked for food. He was starv- 

ing and wolfed his food like a famished dog. It was several 
days before he could safely eat all he wanted. They 
guessed from the start that he was a run-away, but never 
let on. Little by little they learned the kid's name was John 
Casey and his home was Oxford, Nebraska. When he was 
strong enough, Samuel got him ajob on the railroad work 
crew as a water boy and notified his family that John was 
all right. There came a time when he became homesick, 
and Samuel told him his folks were anxious for him to 
come home and that everything would be forgiven. John 
was one tickled kid. 

When Artie was 16 it was decided that he would go back 
to Kansas City and stay with an aunt for some additional 
schooling. In the early part of the winter he became sick 
with typhoid fever and nearly died. His mother rushed to 
Kansas City to be with him. In Nebraska, Samuel and his 
youngest son, Guy, nearly died from freezing. Prior to 
Christmas the winter had been the worst ever seen, and 
after Christmas it was twice as bad. The two stables 
drifted full of snow to the roof, smothering livestock 
inside. Within a few days Samuel and Guy were out of 
bread with no idea how to make more. They did have 
some potatoes and some hens. Each morning they made 
a fire in the stove and ate eggs and pancakes, then let the 
fire go out. The fire in the fireplace was kept going. In the 
early afternoon, they'd put some potatoes on the coals for 
the evening meal. On January 12,1888, a blizzard hit the 
area, forever known as one of Nebraska's worst. It had 
been a gorgeous warm morning, and the snow came out 
of the northwest with a sudden, blinding fury. It cost the 
lives of hundreds of people in the high plains. Late in 
February 1888 the weather finally cleared. 

In Kansas City, Artie's health improved somewhat and 
his mother returned to Nebraska, leaving him to finish 
school. He immediately got homesick and decided to 
return home on the train. A strike on the Burlington Rail- 

Authorstanding in remnant of 120-year-old Texas cattle trail north- 
east of Wauneta, Nebraska, 1990. 
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road left him stranded in Oxford, Nebraska. While he was 
trying to catch a ride on a freight caboose, a young man 
sitting on the other side was watching him and presently 
came over. "Son," he said, "you are too sick to ride this 
thing. How far are you going?" When informed that he 
was trying to get to Wauneta, the man asked if he knew the 
Simses. When Artie told him that was his name, he said, 
"Then it was your people that took my kid brother in and 
took good care of him when he was starving last summer." 
It was John Casey's brother. He took Artie under his care 
until the trains were running and he was able to go home. 

During the winter of 1989—90 the country was 
swept by an epidemic of "grippe," now called the flu. 
Samuel and Guy had it several times and each time it was 
harder for Samuel to get over it. The family remembered 
how he was outside on the evening of March 6, 1890, 
watching a sunset. He came in and went to bed early. 
They found him dead the next morning with a distinct 
smile on his face. His whole life had been a brave struggle 
against a heart-breaking health handicap in a hard land. 
At last he found rest and relief from pain. He was buried 
on a grassy slope in their pasture. 

Artie was 19 and Guy was 11 when Samuel died. They 
continued to live on the place, farming and cattle raising. 
In the fall of 1890, the Sioux Indians on the Rosebud and 
Pine Ridge reservations became increasingly dissatisfied 
and started having war dances. In January 1891 the Indi- 
ans took the war path and headed south. The medicine 
men had promised them that when they did the "ghost" 

dances, allthe fallen warriors would return and help drive 
the white man out. Artie went into Wanueta, four miles 
away, to hear the latest news. He quickly returned with a 
report that there were 500 Indians south of the Platte. 
They turned out the livestock and stood guard all night. It 
was a false alarm. The Indians had started but were turned 
back. Many of the Indians were later killed at the "Battle of 
Wounded Knee." 

On April 1, 1893, a terrific prairie fire swept 
across southwest Nebraska. A man-made fire had gotten 
out of control early in the morning near the Colorado 
state line and headed east, pushed by a strong northwest 
wind. By 1 pm it had moved over 80 miles east. The wind 
suddenly changed 90 degrees, blowing from the north. 
The fire was now moving south on an 80-mile fire front. 
Artie and Guy started backfires around their place, which 
allowed the fire to pass without damaging the homestead. 
The wind finally died down at sunset with the fire front 
near the Kansas-Nebraska line 20 miles to the south. 

Samuel Sims had lived only 7 years on the homestead. 
His pioneering spirit was carried on by his family. His 
widow Alice lived on the original homestead until her 
death at the age of 97. Artie and Guy Sims fought in the 
Spanish-American War in the Philippines in 1898—1899. 
Artie Sims lived on the Frenchman River homestead until 
his death in 1936. Guy Sims died in Wauneta, Nebraska, in 
1975 at the age of 96 pIus. Artie Sims is the father of Belle 
Frasier and the grandfather of Gary Frasier. It took a 
hardy group of people to survive those early times. How 
many people would do it today? 

Tohono O'odham Range History 
Dan Roblnett 

The Tohono O'odham (formerly Papago) Nation lies in 
south central Arizona along the international boundary 
with Mexico. It contains approximately 2,845,000 acres of 
rangeland. The plant, animal, soil, and water resources of 
this diverse land have been utilized successfully by the 
native people for several hundred years without major 
impacts until recent times. 

Two broad climatic areas occur on the Tohono O'od- 
ham Nation. Each is characterized by distinctive vegeta- 
tion. The largest area is the Sonoran Desert. This area 
covers over 90 percent of the land. It is broken into two 
subdivisions for the purpose of range classification. 

The Lower Sonoran Desert is the hottest and driest 
country. It occupies about 40 percent of the land area and 
occurs on the west side of the Nation. Rainfall averages 7 
to 10 inches per year. Elevations range from 1,300 to 2,000 
feet. Upland sites are characterized by shrubby vegeta- 

tion. Grassy areas in this region are found in small bot- 
toms and the large flood plains. 

The Upper Sonoran Desert covers over 50 percent of 
the O'odham Nation at elevations from 2,000 to 2,900 feet. 
The average rainfall is 10 to 13 inches. Upland sites are 
characterized by paloverde, ironwood, mesquite, and 
saguaro forests with an understory of bursage, burro- 
weed, and snakeweed. These sites have the potential to 
grow grass instead of these half-shrubs. The bottom sites 
and the hill (mountain) sites in this region also have the 
potential for grasses and other forage species in their 
plant communities. 

The other broad clImatIc area is the Desert Grassland. 
This area occurs on less then 10 percent of the land area 
and includes the Baboquivari Mountain Range, a flank of 
land around it, and the top of the Comobabi Ranges. It is 
broken into two subdivisions for range classification. 

The first subdivision is the Desert Grassland. It occurs 
at elevations from 2,900 to 5,000 feet and has an average 
rainfall of 13 to 16 inches. Upland sites were once 
unbroken, grassy plains which now have covers of mes- 

Editor's Note: 
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quite, snakeweed, burroweed, and cacti. These sites still 
retain their grassland potential. Natural fires were impor- 
tant in maintaining these grasslands. 

The second subdivision is the Oak Woodland-Grass 
Savannah, which occurs only along the top of the Babo- 
quivari Mountains and Kitt Peak. It has an average annual 
rainfall of 16 to 24 inches and elevations from 5,000 to 
7,700 feet. Hill sites in this area are characterized by 
grassy slopes with varying cover of live oak and juniper 
species. At the highest elsvations, over 5,400 feet, the 
cover of oak and juniper thickens to form woodland. This 
area is little changed as most of it is so steep and rugged 
that grazing has had limited impact. Natural fires were 
important in the development of these plant communities. 

Prior to European contact, The O'odham people were 
scattered throughout the Sonoran Desert in both Mexico 
and Arizona. They lived in the harsh interior surrounded 
by the Piman and Coioradan tribes along the wet river 
valleys to the east, north, and west. Village groups were 
semi-nomadic, moving from the winter village in the hills 
and mountains (the welI—Vaya) to the summer villages in 
the alluvial valleys (the field—Oidak) (Hastings and Turner 
1965). 

In the summer, "akchin", or arroyo mouth, agriculture 
was practiced. Flood plain fields were cleared, plowed, 
and planted to native crops of corn, squash, and beans. 
Summer floods were diverted from the washes onto the 
fields to irrigate the quick growing varieties (Bryan 1925). 
Wild annuals which grew among the crops were used for 
seed and greens. These included such species as pig- 
weed (chelite), pursley (verde lago), devils claw, and 
annual panic grass. During the summer various cactus 
fruits were harvested: saguaro, prickley pear, and pita- 
haya (organ pipe). Mesquite beans also provided an 
important food supply. 

The summer villages relied on runoff water trapped in 
small, natural charcos or waterholes on the flood plain for 
their water supply. When these supplies dried up, the 
women would have to carry the water in ollas several 
miles from mountain springs to the "field" villages (Tatom 
1975). 

In the fall after harvest, each village group would move 
to their winter village near the permanent waters. Hunting 
to supply meat, tallow, and hides was an important activ- 
ity at the "well" village. Examples of the paired villages 
included the summer (field) village of Kaka used by the 
winter villages of Moi Vaya and Chiulikam; Hickiwan 
(field) used by the winter village of Sikort Chuapo; Chou- 
lic (field) used by the winter villages of Chutum Vaya and 
Chui Vaya; and Pisinimo (field) used by the winter village 
of Stoa Vaya (Bryan 1925). 

Commerce consisted of annual treks to the Gulf of 
California for salt and to the areas of Piman agriculture 
along the Gila River for trade. The O'odham brought 
saguaro fruit, chilitepenes, bellotas (acorns), baskets and 
fibers, dried meats, buckskin, tallow, salt, and red and 
yellow ochre to exchange for cotton blankets and fiber, 
rings of willow splints, devils claws, and dried beans, 
corn, squash, and pumpkin. 

Existence, in this land where drought is common, was 
precarious. If the summer season of planting, harvesting, 
and gathering was a failure, the following winter brought 
starvation. Whole villages would move to better water 
supplies orto villages where crops had been good (Bryan 
1925). 

Change began in 1697 when the Jesuit missionary Fr. 
Eusabio Kino introduced new species of plants and anim- 
als to the Sonoran Desert. During several trips through 
this region from 1698 to 1706, Kino visited many villages 
including Pozo Verde, Fresnal, Vamori, Comobabi, Ko 
Vaya, Ak Chin, Gu Vo, Vaiva Vo, Kohakt, Anegam, and 
Kaka (Barnes and Granger 1979). He distributed small 
gifts of cattle, horses, and chickens as well as seed for 
wheat, melons, and fruit varieties. At San Xavier, his gifts 
of cattle, sheep, horses, and goats were the foundation 
herds along the Santa Cruz River (Bryan 1925, Hastings 
and Turner 1965). With Kino's death in 1711, the mission 
activity in the northern areas of New Spain declined and 
many herds of livestock went wild. In 1765, the Francis- 
cans took over the Soronan missions and their herds and 
fields prospered. In a very short time, by 1823, Apache 
fighting and raiding had caused the abandonment of the 
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Spanish missions and ranches in present day Arizona 
(Hastings and Turner 1965). 

The Apache Wars lasted into the 1860's. With the Gad- 
sen Purchase in 1855, European settlement began in 
earnest. Mining and ranching spread rapidly as the 
Apache were contained by the US Army (Hastings and 
Turner 1965). It was during this period of American set- 
tlement in the mid to late-i 800's that cattle began to play a 
more important part in the O'odham economy. 

The wild herds of cattle were, at the time, viewed as 
game and hunted by the O'odham. Prior to this time, the 
one or two appointed hunters in an O'odham village or 
family group brought in 10 to 15 deer, antelope, or big- 
horn sheep a year to provide for their group. With settle- 
ment, demands on the land increased. The deer and ante- 
lope became scarce and the hunters began killing half-wild 
cattle to provide for the village needs (Bauer 1968). In 
other instances, cattle were caught and teamed and used 
to plow fields in the manner taught at the missions. 

As ranching spread, many O'odham were employed as 
vaqueros by the Anglo and Mexican cattlemen running 
cattle on O'odham lands (Hornady 1983). These opera- 
tions were abandoned between 1911 and 1917 as the main 

body of the Nation was reserved by law for the O'odham 
People. This large block added to the reserves at San 
Xavier established in 1874 and at Gila Bend established in 
1882 (Tatom 1975). 

O'odham who had learned the husbandry of cattle and 
horses from the ranchers began to form herds of their 
own (Bryan 1925). Cattle hunting became cattle ranch- 
ing; the roles changed but the social structure remained. 
Grazing had the same arrangement as hunting. Village 
units used their former hunting areas for grazing their 
livestock. From 1900 to 1925, many new Indian ranches 
were started. 

Deep wells were drilled for permanent water supplies 
during this period, first by Anglo and Mexican ranchers 
and then by the Indian Service (Bauer 1968). These wells 
turned summer villages into permanent settlements and 
lessened the use of winter villages. A tremendous boom in 
the number of cattle and horses occurred as permanent 
water supplies were developed in the once dry valleys. 

By 1919, it was estimated there were 30,000 head of 
cattle and 30,000 horses on the main reservation (Bauer 
1968, Wagoner 1949). This arid, desert rangeland was 
being subjected to grazing pressure of unnatural propor- 

Desert grass/arid, Monument 144, 1893 (top); 1983 (bottom). UpperSonoran Desert, Monument 151, 1893 (top); 1983 (bottom). 
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tions. Native herbivores (deer, antelope, and bighorn) 
were few in number, small in size, and exerted limited 
grazing and browsing pressure. The huge herds of cattle, 
horses, and burros were stripping the rangeland of its 
ptotective cover of grasses and shrubs. 

Then came the collapse of beef markets after WWI and 
the drought of 1921. Cattle sales plummeted. Animals 
remained on the range and died in great numbers (Wag- 
oner 1949). Accelerated erosion began in the grasslands 
of the O'odham Nation. It was estimated that about three 
inches of topsoil was lost on a million acres and nine 
inches lost on another quarter million acres by 1940 
(Bauer 1968). Photograhs showed gullies forming in once 
grassy plains and bottoms (Humphrey 1987). Present day 
headcuts continue to proceed unchecked and threaten 
the remaining flood plains. 

Efforts by the Indian Service to reduce livestock numbers 
to the estimated capacity have met with stiff resistance. 
Such efforts were taken as direct threats against the 
O'odham way of life. Cattle had become so ingrained in 
the local economy that they had become a reserve to the 
cattleowner. The need to be able to sell, trade, or con- 
sume livestock throughout the year came to be woven in 

Lower Sonoran Desert, Monument 158, 1893 (top); 1983 (bottom). 

the fabric of O'odham social, economic, and ceremonial 
life. Even as the subsistence and barter economy changed 
to one of cash, the need for livestock remained the same 

(Bauer 1968, Blame and Adams 1981). 
The O'odham cattleowners clung to the early day 

methods of Anglo and Mexican cattlemen. Female stock 
were never sold. This practice insured that during the 
good years there would be plenty of animals on the range 
to use the abundant feed and, in droughts, the cattlemen 
would stay in business even if half the cows died. The 
practice largely continues today. O'odham cattleowners 
who felt their way of life threatened by any action to limit 
their animal numbers did not see that what really threa- 
tened their way of life was the deterioration of the land. 

In recent times, little has changed on these rangelands. 
Herd size grows in successive wet years and is reduced in 

drought years as animals die off or fail to reproduce. The 
land continues to deteriorate, and as it does so, it can 
support fewer animals, less wildlife, and even fewer 
people. 

Vegetative change, especially In the wetter, eastern 
parts of the O'odham Nation, has been pronounced. Pho- 
tographs taken in 1893 show grassland areas open and 
uneroded. Present day photos show these areas now as 
mesqu ite-burroweed-snakeweed areas with serious ero- 
sion (boundary monument #144). Upper Sonoran lands 
once had grass under the mesquite, paloverde, and iron- 
wood (boundary monument #151). Now these same areas 
have only bursage or bu rroweed growing under the trees. 
Only in Lower Sonoran areas to the west do the 1893 and 
present day photographs look the same (boundary mon- 
ument#158) (Humphrey 1987). 

Heavy, unrelenting grazing, no doubt, played a major 
role in these changes, but other things could have con- 
tributed as well. Fires which used to sweep grasslands 
have not been able to burn in the last ninety years. The 
grass needed to carry fire is grazed off before the period 
of dry, lightning storms in June and July. These fires may 
have helped keep these ranges open and shrub free. Also, 
there is some evidence that periods of subtle changes in 
rainfall patterns may have coincided with periods of 
heavy grazing and the combined action resulted in the 
rapid loss of plant cover, increased runoff, and erosion 
(Hastings and Turner 1965). 

The plant communities that have replaced the grass- 
lands and grass understories consist of plants that are not 
grazed by livestock. Many of these plants are protected by 
thorns or spines like mesquite, catclaw, cholla, and 
prickly pear. Other species like bursage, burroweed, and 
snakeweed have turpentine-like substances in their foliage 
and are poisonous to livestock. As the forage species 
were removed by heavy continuous grazing, these spe- 
cies invaded and occupied the vacant spaces. 

The rangeland in the Upper Sonoran Desert and Desert 
Grassland region has great potential to change and 
improve. Management of grazing alone will do a great 
deal in restoring perennial grass cover on the land. Two- 
village based groups have fenced, crossfenced, and 
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begun to rotate their herds in the southeastern area of the 
Nation. The formation of these "grazing associations" 
and their implementation of basic grazing management is 
achieving very positive results in terms of range condi- 
tion. These and other examples prove that land can be 
grazed and produce beef, hide, and bone, as well as wood 
and wildlife, and still improve in condition. 

The rangelands on the Tohono O'odham Nation are a 
tremendous resource for the people. The results of their 
deterioration can be seen and felt in the deserted villages, 
eroded bottom lands, dying animals and trees, flooding 
and droughts. Yet the potential to improve is there and 
these lands can become fruitful again. 

The challenges of the future are many. There are limits 
to the land's ability to support large animals. Problems 
involving historic use areas and communal use must be 
resolved. Fair and equitable grazing privileges must be 
addressed. Restraint in the harvest of wildlife, wood, and 
plants must be practiced to insure survival and reproduc- 

tion of those species. Some feel that changes f this 
nature threaten their rights and way of life. The reF threat 
is to continue misusing the land and destroy its productiv- 
ity entirely. 
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Whitehorse Butte Allotment— 
Poor Public Range Policy? 

George Wuerthner 

There is substantial evidence that sug- 
gests that livestock grazing is one of the 
major sources of environmental degra- 
dation in the West, particularly on public 
lands. However, public land management 
agencies seldom consider eliminating 
domestic livestock grazing even when 
such an alternative would clearly enhance 
other public values and resources. To 
illustrate this point, I examined a recent 
Environmental Assessment completed by 
the Bureau of Land Management for its 
126,982-acre Whitehorse Butte Allotment 
in the Trout Creek Mountains of southeastern Oregon. 
The principles and questions I raise could easily apply to 
thousands of other grazing allotments throughout the 
West and given the changing uses and value of public 
lands, one can question if livestock grazing is still an 
appropriate use of our public rangelands. 

In its Environmental Assessment of the Whitehorse 
Butte allotment the BLM admits that past and present 
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livestock management in this area has contributed to a 
downward trend and loss of quality for many public 
resources including recreation, wildlife, and fisheries. To 
mitigate the impacts attributed to livestock grazing, the 
BLM suggests some management changes including 
expensive range developments to correct the problem 
(Vale BLM 1989). The remedy will cost taxpayers hun- 
dreds of thousands of dollars and return almost no money 
to the federal treasury. Since the single justification for 
the improvements is to mitigate negative impacts from 
livestock grazing, one can question if the best solution 
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from a public policy perspective might not beto eliminate 
the source of the impact—domestic livestock grazing. 

Setting and Other Values 
The Trout Creek Mountains are located in southeast 

Oregon on the Nevada-Oregon border within the Great 
Basin ecosystem. The area is very arid, with average 
annual precipitation between 8-inches. 

Though livestock grazing is the dominant economic 
use of these public lands, the Trout Creek Mountains are 
recognized for a number of other important public re- 
sources. For example, in this arid region, the range is 
relatively well watered with a number of perennial streams 
including Whitehorse Creek, Willow Creek, Antelope 
Creek, and McDermitt Creek. 

These creeks are home to the Whitehorse trout, a rela- 
tively rare subspecies of cutthroat trout that was isolated 
by changing climate after the close of the Ice Age approx- 
imately 12,000 years ago. It is only one of 11 subspecies of 
native trout in the intermountain West which has escaped 
hybridization with non-native trout. There are presently 
sufficient trout to support a minor sport fishery, but due to 
its limited range and a declining population trend, this 
species is a candidate for federal designation as an 

Endangered Species. 
The Trout Creek Mountains are also home to a number 

of game animals which are eagerly sought by sportsmen, 
including mule deer, sage grouse, pronghorn antelope, 
and chukar partridge. California bighorn sheep have also 
recently been reintroduced into the area. 

In addition, 113,000 acres of the Trout Creek Mountains 

are roadless and under study for potential addition to the 
National Wilderness Preservation System. According to 
the BLM study results, the Trout Creek Mountains have all 
the necessary components for wilderness designation, 
including overall natural appearance, opportunities for 
solitude and a variety of recreational opportunities. 

The area also supports a greater diversity of plants than 
most other areas in southeastern Oregon and several are 
considered rare or endangered (Vale BLM 1989). 

The Problem 

Domestic animals have grazed the area for morethan a 
hundred years and as a result there has been a corres- 
ponding decline in range productivity and quality. 

There are several reasons for the apparent range 
declines. One is the ecosystem's evolutionary history. 
The Great Basin ecosystem evolved without large grazing 
mammals. There were no great herds of bison, nor elk 
(Mack and Thompson 1982). The largest native ungulates 
were antelope, bighorn sheep, and deer. Very likely the 
major plant communities can not support even moderate 
numbers of livestock without substantial degradation. 

In addition, due to aridity, the overall net primary bio- 
logical production of the desert shrub ecosystem which 
dominates the Great Basin region including the Trout 
Creek Mountains is among the lowest of the world's major 
biomes. Due to this general aridity, riparian zones repres- 
ent the only areas with high plant productivity rates, plus 
abundant water and shade. As a result a disproportionate 
amount of livestock grazing is concentrated in these 
areas. 

Trout Creek Mountains in eastern Oregon. 
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However, for the same reasons that livestock seek out 
riparian zones, they are also of significant ecological 
importance to wildlife of arid regions. One study of wild- 
life in Arizona and New Mexico concluded that 75-80 
percent of all wildlife species in these states were partially 
or fully dependent upon riparian areas for their survival 
(Johnson 1989). A similar proportion of species are 
dependent upon riparian habitat in southwestern Oregon. 
It is estimated that of the 363 terrestrial species found in 
the region, 298 were directly dependent on riparian areas 
for their survival (Thomas et al. 1979). As a consequence 
of their ecological significance, any impacts to the pro- 
ductivity and condition of these riparian areas has a dis- 
proportionate impact on wildlife. 

An almost unresolvable conflict arises because live- 
stock, particularly cattle, are dependent upon abundant 
and freely accessible water sources. As a result, they tend 
to concentrate along streams. Since cattle avoid steep 
terrain and will not wander far from water, the terrain in 
the Trout Creek Mountains with its narrow canyons and 
limited water supplies tends to funnel livestock into a very 
small portion of the overall area available for grazing. 
Hence the topographical features magnify livestock impacts 
to riparian zones. 

Livestock eat not only grasses, but many of the smaller 
trees and shrubs. Most shrub species can recover from 
periodic browsing, but repeated browsing, year after 
year, will eventually lead to their local extinction. 

These vegetative losses set up downward trends in 
wildlife numbers and diversity. For example, livestock 
utilize many of the same riparian shrub and tree species 
that beaver seek. Reduction of these food sources results 
in declines in beaver numbers. As a consequence, there is 
a resulting change in stream hydrology as the number of 
beaver dams—important for erosion control and wet 
meadow formation—declines. This in turn causes a reduc- 
tion in summer stream flows and a loss of fish and other 
wildlife habitat (Vale BLM 1989). One of the costs asso- 
ciated with livestock grazing not normally accounted for 
in cost-benefit analysis is this loss of the natural flood 
control and wildlife habitat created by beaver activity. 
(Wuerthner 1989). 

Other impacts from livestock grazing on riparian zones 
are the loss of shade, which in turn increases water 
temperatures to a range unacceptable to trout. Tempera- 
ture changes along with major modification of stream 
channel characteristics attributable to the influence of 
grazing can substantially reduce game fish populations. 
Five studies comparing trout productivity of streams 
grazed by livestock compared to ungrazed sections of the 
same streams determined that the average trout popula- 
tions were 184 percent higher in ungrazed stream seg- 
ments compared to those under grazing influence (Bow- 
ers et al. 1979). A BLM study of the Whitehorse Butte 
allotment documented similar changes in fisheries due to 
livestock impacts on riparian vegetation and subsequent 
increases in erosion. 

During the 1970's the Vale District embarked on a fish 

habitat improvement project in the Trout Creek Moun- 
tains. Thousands of willow seedling were planted, 49 
small trash collector dams were created to improve pool 
habitat and several miles of fencing were built to keep 
livestock out of some riparian areas. Despite this great 
effort and expense, by 1980 nearly all the willow plants 
were gone. Flooding destroyed 60 percent of the trash 
catcher dams and siltation reduced the habitat effective- 
ness of the remainder. By 1981 the BLM estimated that 
most of the fisheries habitat in the Whitehorse Basin was 
"in fair to poor condition." A 1988 survey of 55.75 miles of 
stream found that 70 percent of the stream was in poor 
condition, 26 percent was in fair, and only 4 percent could 
be considered in good condition. There was no segment 
that rated excellent (Vale BLM 1989). 

Livestock grazing also impacts terrestrial wildlife. Prong- 
horn antelope are native to the region and eagerly sought 
by sportsmen since this is one of the few areas in Oregon 
with huntable numbers of these animals. One study in 
southeastern Oregon documented that competition for 
forage exists between antelope and livestock when range- 
lands are in poor condition. The same study found that 83 
percent of the available forage on the Vale District was 
consumed by livestock, while less than one percent was 
used by antelope, presumedly due to competitive exclu- 
sion by livestock (Kindschy et al. 1982). 

Impacts by livestock are not restricted to game animals. 
Research conducted at the nearby Malheur Wildlife 
Refuge in similar habitat demonstrated a decline a bird 
abundance and diversity correlated with increasing graz- 
ing intensity (Taylor 1984). 

Another problem associated with livestock grazing in 
riparian areas is impacts on water quality. BLM invento- 
ries conducted in 1979 and 1980 indicated that "most 
water quality problems on public lands were associated 
with livestock grazing" (Vale BLM 1989). These public 
water quality losses and opportunity costs are not reflected 
in the price paid by BLM permittees nor is it in any cost- 
benefit analysis. 

All of the above wildlife, aesthetic, recreational values 
are compromised within the Whitehorse Butte allotment 
by livestock grazing. A 1989 evaluation of range condition 
of the Whitehorse Butte allotment showed that the overall 
trend was downward (Vale BLM 1989). Riparian zones 
were in very poor shape. 

Acknowledging these above impacts, the BLM has 
failed to consider the option of eliminating livestock graz- 
ing and has instead proposed major changes in the range 
management of the Whitehorse Butte allotment in an 
effort to accommodate grazing while presumedly alleviat- 
ing some of the worst abuses cited above. These include 
changes in grazing distribution, stocking levels, changes 
in season of use, construction of stock ponds, fencing, 
seeding, and other developments to mitigate the affects 
of livestock grazing on these resources. 

The preferred alternative proposed range developments 
include: 15 milesof newfencing,twowetlsand 15 milesof 
pipeline, construction of one reservoir. The estimated 
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maximum cost of all projects is $174,000—most of this 
cost will be borne by the taxpayer; however, the permittee 
and Grazing Advisory Board will make small contribu- 
tions as a result of their share of grazing fees and/or labor. 
The maintenance of the pipeline will cost an estimated 
$14,000 dollars annually, while fence maintainance will 
be the responsibility of the permittee. 

The Proposed Solution and Conclusions 
At present the permittees, the Whitehorse Ranch, run 

1,900 head of cattle on the 126,000 acres of public lands 
within its grazing lease. In total it is allotted 10,978 AUMs 
a year. For the forage available annually to the White- 
horse Ranch livestock, the federal government receives 
from the permittee approximately $18,000 a year ($1.64 
current rate per AUM times 10,978 AUMs). 

However, not all this money reaches the federal treas- 
ury. Under the present federal formula, for each dollar 
collected by the BLM for grazing, 50% goes back to the 
BLM District. The BLM must then spend these funds on 
future range improvements—improvements which benefit 
the permittees themselves. Another 12.5% goes to the 
County Grazing Board. Ultimately only 37.5% goes to the 
federal treasury to pay for administration and monitoring 
of grazing leases and other resources impacted by live- 
stock grazing. This means that after subtraction of these 
other payments, the federal treasury receives only $6,750 
from the Whitehorse Ranch for use (and degradation) of 
more than 126,000 acres of public land. 

This payment does not even come close to covering the 
federal government's cost associated with monitoring 
and administration of this grazing lease, much less reim- 
burse the taxpayer for the other losses associated with 
livestock grazing. In addition, this annual payment bythe 
Whitehorse Ranch to the federal government will not 
cover the estimated $14,000 annual maintenance cost of 
the proposed pipeline or come close to paying back the 
$174,000 dollars the BLM may spend on its proposed 
range developments. 

However, since most grazing is concentrated in ripar- 
ian zones, and because riparian areas represent only 1% 
of the 250 million acres of public rangelands in the West 
(GAO 1988), the actual cost to the public may even be 
greater than these figures suggest. In a study of eastern 
Oregon rangelands, Elmore and Beschta (Elmore and 
Beschta, 1987) estimated that riparian vegetation occu- 
pied 4 acres of land for each mile of stream. These 
researchers concluded that at the current price charged 
by the BLM for grazing public lands, the revenue pro- 
duced for grazing in riparian zones is approximately 
35-40 cents per mile of stream! Considering the environ- 
mental damage wrought by livestock grazing, it is difficult 
to argue that 35—40 cents per mile of riparian zone is 
adequent compensation for damages that occur to other 
riparian zone resources. 

The above costs do not consider the non-monetary 
losses upon the quality and quantity of other resources 
available on these public lands. The recreational value of 
these lands alone is worth more to the public than the 

dollars the government receives for its grazing leases on 
these lands. One could easily argue the highest value of 
these public lands is not as range for livestock but their 
value for watershed, recreation, wildlife habitat, and bio- 
logical diversity. 

Nevertheless the BLM EA proposes that public funds be 
invested in range developments which are aimed at 
reducing impacts from private livestock on wildlife, fisher- 
ies, recreation, and water quality of the Whitehorse Butte 
Allotment, when none of these impacts would exist if 
these lands were not grazed to begin with. Nowhere in the 
document does the BLM make any claim that such an 
investment will completely eliminate all the negative 
impacts associated with grazing; therefore the public will 
be left with a landscape that is far below its true biological 
potential and recreational potential, and as a result will be 
in affect subsidizing the operational costs of the White- 
horse Ranch. 

The Whitehorse Butte allotment is not an isolated case, 
but is typical of the present public lands range policy. By 
adopting such an absurd policy, the BLM is transferring 
many of the operational costs of the western livestock 
industry to the public at large. If all the costs associated 
with livestock grazing, including the non-monetary costs 
such as impacts upon water quality, wildlife habitat, 
recreation, and wildlands values, were assessed against 
the western public lands grazer, it is almost certain, that 
many ranchers would be unable to compete with produc- 
ers from other parts of the U.S.—mainly in the Mid-west 
and East—where the majority of our nation's meat is 
already produced. 

Since livestock producers are attempting to profit from 
their use of public lands (as opposed to a citizen using 
and enjoying their lands for recreation or other non-profit 
use) they should be fully assessed the forage consumed 
by their livestock as well as the full cost of all range 
developments. In addition, the public should be reim- 
bursed for losses in water quality, recreational opportuni- 
ties, wildlife observation opportunities that result from 
livestock grazing. Any management alternative which 
does not consider these public costs is nothing more than 
a subsidization of the western livestock industry, conse- 
quently poor public policy and an unwise use of our 
public domain lands. 
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SRM Quick Response Procedure 
From time to time, issues arise which warrant quick 

response and action by SRM. 
The four SRM Officers (President, 1st Vice President, 

2nd Vice President, and Executive Vice President) will 
collectively serve as the focal point to determine and 
implement a quick response: 

1—Any SAM member in good standing can call any 
officer to signal an alert or request action. 

2—Any officer can trigger response by requesting the 
Executive Vice President to arrange an immediate con- 
ference call with officers (and others if appropriate). 

3—The conference call will be utilized to determine 
nature and timeliness of response and action appropriate 
to the situation. 

procedure established by SRM Officers May 9, 1990 

Each Member will: 
1. foster an environment where people regardless of sex, 
creed, religion, sexual orientation, race, color, age, national 
origin, economic status, cultural mores, physical hand- 
icap, or organizational affiliation are encouraged to par- 
ticipate in the Society and the management and enjoy- 
ment of rangelands; 
2. use her/his knowledge, skills and training when appro- 
priate to find ways to harmonize people's needs, demands, 
and actions with the maintenance and enhancement of 
natural and managed rangeland ecosystems; 
3. promote competence in the field of range manage- 
ment by supporting high standards of education, employ- 
ment, and, performance; 
4. manage or perform services consistent with the high- 
est standards of quality, integrity, and with respect for the 
rangeland plant, soil, water, air and animal resources, the 
employer, and the public; 
5. disseminate information to promote understanding of, 
and appreciation for, values of rangelands to those with a 
direct involvement in range management, and to the 
general public as well; 

6. offer professional advice only on those rangeland 
issues in which they are informed and qualified through 
professional training and experience; 
7. in any communication, give full and proper credit to, 
and avoid misinterpretation of, the work, ideas, and 
achievements of others; and 
8. encourage the use of sound biological information in 
management decisions. 

Frasier's Philosophy 
We continue our effort to make each issue of Range- 

lands as appealing and informative as possible. This 
includes both the type of articles published and the way 
the material is presented in the publication. Many of the 
articles published are volunteer papers frequently pre- 
pared on an author's own time and expense. The present 
policy is that papers are selected on their merit and that 
the availability of funds for publication (page charges, 
currently $80—lOU per journal page) are not a factor in 
determining the suitability of the paper for publication. 
We will continue this policy. 

We are very pleased with the response we have received 
with respect to the past changes in Ran gelands, most 
notable the addition of color photographs. The color pro- 
vides a dimension that cannot be obtained by any other 
means. Adding color photos to an article is expensive. 
Printing articles with color requires a higher quality of 
paper in the journal plus major expenses associated with 
the preparation and press setup for color photographs. 
We have been very fortunate that various federal and state 
agencies have agreed to pay the additional costs asso- 
ciated with the color in this and past issues of Range- 
lands. Without their support we would not be able to 
include these improvements. 

We want to provide the best publication possible within 
our resources. We will continue to select articles for 
Ran gelands based on merit without a consideration for 
publication funds, but we do hope that all contributors to 
Ran gelands will assist our effort by agreeing, when pos- 
sible, to defray part of the costs by paying the associated 
page charges. This will allow us to maintain our standards 
of publication without imposing afinancial burden on the 
Society. 

"Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of intelligent 
effort" 

John Ruskin 
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Successful Range Management in the 
McCoy Gulch Riparian Demonstration Area 

Tom Grette 

Introduction 

The McCoy Gulch Riparian Demon- 
stration Area is located in the Royal 
Gorge Resource Area of the Cañon 

City District of the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM), and demon- 
strates effective use of livestock to 
manage a riparian area. The area 
was originally fenced in 1986 to pro- 
tect the woody riparian vegetation 
from livestock grazing. The demon- 
stration areattiat is fenced isapprox- 
imately 5 acres, and is part of an 
allotment of 320 acres. 
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McCoy Gulch is classified as a 
third order perennial tributary to the 
Arkansas River. It is a spring-fed 
sandy wash with headwaters in the 
foothills of the Sangre de Cristo 
Range. High intensity summer thun- 
derstorms occur along its length in 
mid and late summer. Spring flood- 
ing due to snow melt is uncommon 
because of the geology higher in the 
watershed. The coarse soil texture 
results in infiltration into the ground 
and less runoff of spring snowmelt. 

Climate in the area is semiarid with 
hot summers and mild winters, with 
the most dependable precipitation 
occuring during the summer period. 
Springtime is generally drywith grass 
green-up occurring in April. Vegeta- 
tion of the upland areas of the allot- 
ment is a pinyon/juniper-dominated 
woodland with interspersed open blue 
grama parks. Approximately one- 
half mile of riparian habitat exists on 
the allotment. Vegetation of the 
riparian area is dominated by wil- 
lows, bluegrass, tufted hairgrass, and 
some cottonwood and salt cedar. 
Watershed condition throughout the 
allotment is classified as poor to fair. 

The allotment is used as a live- 
stock calving area in January and 
February and cattle stay on the allot- 
ment until the last part of April orthe 
first part of May. High protein con- 
tent alfalfa and cake are fed as pro- 
tein supplement to the pregnant or 
lactating cows. The rolling topo- 
graphy, available water, and good 
county road access make it an ideal 
calving area. 

Problems 

Woody riparian vegetation was 
almost nonexistent in 1984 because 
of unregulated winter use in the wil- 
low areas. Upland range condition 
was classified as poor to fair despite 
a winter season grazing use period 
and moderate levels of utilization on 
grass. Most of the riparian area was 
dominated byweeds and bare ground. 
It looked like a sandy wash and was 
not even considered a riparian area. 
In 1984, the grazing season was 
changed from winter to spring at the 
request of the permittee. At this time, 
the cattle use shifted from willows to 
grass, resulting in an increase in 
willows. 

Techniques 
Even though willows were increas- 

ing, the riparian area was fenced, 
and use on the willows has since 
been regulated. Willow utilization 
limits are keyed to the younger wil- 
lows used for browsing. The cattle 
seem to browse the tips of each 
young willow stem once before re- 
turning to browse any of them a 
second time. Approximately four to 
five inches of the leaders are removed 
in each pass (Photograph 1). The 
objective is to have each leader 
browsed just once. Light browsing 
stimulates branching of the leaders 
similar to a pruning. The utilization 
objective for western wheatgrass, 
indian ricegrass, and blue grama is 
80%. 

Protein supplement feeding is re- 
quired on upland areas where grass 
is sparse. The supplement is fed on 
areas where banks are steep, annu- 
als are dense, and on sandbars or 
bare ground where vegetation is hav- 
ing trouble getting established (Pho- 
tograph 2). The idea in the demon- 
stration area is to use animal impact 
to advance plant succession from 
the early seral stage to at least mid- 
seral stage, and to help reduce bare 
ground. 

Cattle numbers vary from year to 
year as does duration of grazing. 
When the utilization objective inside 
the riparian pasture is met, cattle are 
removed, irrespective of the number 
of cattle involved. Also, since the 
riparian use is during the dormant 
season, duration of grazing use is 
not as important as it would be dur- 
ing the growing season, when dam- 
age to plants is most likely to occur. 

Leaving a high stubble height of 
grass in the riparian area is not an 

important factor because the area is 
not subject to spring flooding. By the The author is a Range Conservationist for the 

Bureau of Land Management, Royal Gorge Resource 
Area, Cañon City, Colorado. 
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time floods are likely to occur from 
the summer thunderstorms, cattle 
have been gone for a sufficient time 
that the new growth will trap sedi- 
ment and hold the sandy bottoms in 
place with a healthy root system. 

Results 
The riparian habitat of McCoy Gulch 

has improved dramatically. What was 
once a sandy wash with bare ground 
and weeds is now dominated by wil- 
lows and a few cottonwoods (Pho- 
tographs 3a, 3b, 4a and 4b). On the 
upland areas, where trampling and 
manure were evident, the vigor of 
blue grama and sand dropseed has 
greatly improved. In the sandbars 
along the riparian area, cheatgrass is 
being replaced by a high number of 
sand dropseed seedlings. 

A quadrat frequency trend study 
was used to determine changes in 
ground cover, canopy cover, basal 
cover of live vegetation, and species 
composition in the upland portion of 
the demonstration area. Baseline data 
was collected in 1987 and resampled 
in 1989. 

Results after two years were as 
follows: 
—Bare ground increased by 9% 
—Litter decreased by 1O% 
—Basal cover of live vegetation increased 
by 1% 

—Canopy cover increased by 6% 

Photo 3b. McCoy Gulch—September 1990. 

Photo 1. Willow use at 4-6 inches and 
showing lateral branching. 

Photo 2. Rusty Ross, livestockman, and author examine area where hay was inten- 
tionally fed to livestock. 

Mccoy Gulch—July 1987. 
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Significant changes in species fre- 
quency were: 

—Cheatgrass down 98% 
—Sand dropseed down 32% 
—Perennial forbs up 72% 

—Frequencies of blue grama, red threeawn, 
indian rice grass, western wheatgrass and 
annual forbs were not significantly changed 

Utilization was estimated using key 
species of western wheatgrass, indian 
ricegrass, and blue grama. Percent 
use by weight was estimated rather 
than clipping and weighing. The 
estimated utilization for 1987 was 
62% and for 1989 was 80%. 

ConclusIons 
This study has shown that woody 

riparian vegetation can improve with 
livestock grazing, even with heavy 
use on grass species, as long as the 
use on the willows is regulated. Animal 
impacts appear to have improved the 
vigor of existing perennial grasses 
and forbs. Bare ground increased in 
the study area by about the same 
amount that litter decreased. This is 
probably due to factors such as the 
higher stocking rate in 1989, lower 
production of annuals in 1989, and 
unauthorized removal of manure from 
the study site by a local man for use 
as fertilizer. 

The allotment was recently divided 
into three pastures with the two pas- 
tures outside of the demonstration 
area each containing riparian reaches. 
The management strategies will 
expand to these pastures to use live- 
stock to manage riparian and uplands 
together. 

The McCoy Gulch Allotment per- 
mittee, Rusty Ross, has been very 
cooperative with BLM in the shift of 
management strategy. It has added 
flexibility to his operation, resulted 
in an increase in the Animal Unit 
Months available, reduced health 
problems with cows and calves, and 
provided fresherforage (dueto higher 
utilization levels). His creativity, sug- 
gestions, and observations are an 
asset to management in the uplands 
as well as the riparian pasture. 

The McCoy Gulch Allotment is 
similar in vegetation and topography 
to much of the Royal Gorge Resource 
Area. The riparian improvement tech- 
niques that are developed in this 
study will be applied in areas of the 
Resource Area that have riparian 
and similar up'and conditions. Allot- 
ment management plan revisions will 
be prioritized according to potential 
for riparian improvement as well as 
cost benefit analysis. 

Photo 4a. McCoy Gulch—July 1987. 

Photo 4b. McCoy Gulch—September 1990. 
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Grazing Management Heads 
Colorado Range in Right Direction 

Robert Fowler 

Introduction 

As a Range Conservationist for the 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
in northwest Colorado, I have helped 
manage many allotments. The most 
dramatic success story I've been in- 
volved with is the Cathedral Bluffs 
Allotment. 

The Cathedral Bluffs Allotment is 
in the Craig District, BLM, and is 
administered by the White River Re- 
source Area in Meeker, Colorado. 
The land lies just east of Rangely, 
Colorado, and runs north to the White 
River and south to Douglas Pass. 
The allotment includes 90,424 acres 
of public land and 16,131 acres of 
privately owned land. All is managed 
as one unit. 

The topography, vegetation types, 
elevation and climate are highly var- 
iable within the allotment. Average 
annual precipitation ranges from 11 
inches in the lower elevations along 
the White River to 25 inches on 
higher elevation mountain areas along 

the southern boundary. In the lower 
elevations precipitation occurs as 
rain primarily through intense summer 
thundershowers. At higher eleva- 
tions, more than half of the annual 
precipitation falls as snow. 

The northern one-third of the allot- 
ment is low country used for winter 
grazing. Elevations range from 5,200 
feet to 6,400 feet. The topography is 
characterized by deeply dissected 
canyons with easterly aspects (Pho- 
tograph 1). The south-facing slopes 
"bare off" quickly providing forage, 
and rim rock formations provide pro- 
tection to livestock and wildlife dur- 
ing winter storms. Predominate vege- 
tation types are pinyon/Utah juniper 
on the ridge tops and north slopes, 
salt desert shrub on the south- and 
east-facing slopes. The pinyon/ju- 
niper association at these lower ele- 
vations provides little forage but does 
provide thermal cover for livestock 
and wildlife. The salt desert shrub 
association provides the bulk of win- 
ter forage. Important forage species 

include Colorado witdrye, indian 
ricegrass, beardless bluebunch 
wheatgrass, and shadscale. Produc- 
tion on this association averages 800 
pounds per acre. 

The central section of the allot- 
ment is used for spring and fall graz- 
ing. Elevations of this area range 
from 5,700 to 7,200 feet. Topography 
varies from canyons, ridges, alluvial 
bottoms, and echelon drainages to 
mountain slopes. Canyons and ridges 
are dominated by pinyon and Utah 
juniper. As the elevation increases, 
the pinyon becomes more dominant 
and the understory becomes more 
productive. Scattered sagebrush! 
grass parks occur within the pinyon!- 
juniper type. South slopes support 
the salt desert shrub association as 
in the low country, but with western 
wheatgrass, needle and thread grass, 
and sagebrush increasing in com- 
position. The lower elevation drain- 
age bottoms along Main and East 
Douglas Creeks have deep soils which 
support dense stands of greasewood. 

Description of the Area 

The author is a Range Conservationist for the 
Bureau of Land Management. White River Resource 
Area, Meeker, Colorado. 

Photo 1. Typical Winter Range on Cathedral Bluffs. 
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Greasewood is replaced by sagebrush 
on higher elevation bottoms. Pro- 
duction on the greasewood bottoms 
(and sagebrush bottoms) averages 
400 lbs/acre and 800 lbs/acre, respect- 
ively. The mountain slopes are dom- 
inated by oakbrush/mountain shrub 
communities with pockets of Doug- 
las fir found on the north-facing 
slopes. Production associated with 
mountain shrub community averages 
3,600 lbs/acre. Production associated 
with the Douglas fir type is insigni- 
ficant. 

Thesummer grazing country (Photo-. 
graph 2) is primarily a high elevation 
plateau with elevations ranging 
between 3,200 and 8,900 feet. Pre- 
dominate vegetation types include 
mixed mountain shrub, aspen, and 
subalpine fir stands. The mixed 
mountain shrub type is found on 
most of the area with aspen, and 
subalpine fir found on the steeper 
slopes or in the drainages. Important 
species within the mixed shrub com- 
munity include black sage, moun- 
tain big sage, snowberry, service- 
berry, Columbia needlegrass, mountain 
and nodding brome, and onion grass. 
Production on this site averages 4,200 
lbs/acre. 

Range CondItions In 1976 

Probably the best historical des- 
cription available of the range condi- 

tions and livestock management on 
the Cathedral Bluffs Allotment was 
completed by RobertO. Nielson, pri- 
vate consultant, in 1976 at the request 
of the owner of the base property. 
The summation of Mr. Nielson's 
reports stated: 

This range and ranching operation is 
in an unstable watershed very vulnera- 
ble to accelerated soil erosion. Much of 
which has already taken place and some 
is now going on. 

It is apparent that the summer ranges 
have, during the past 40 years, been 

fairly well managed under a sheep oper- 
ation. There is strong evidence of recent 
over use by cattle, particularly in the 
stream bottoms and along slopes. This 
is acute in the allotment. The winter 
ranges in the allotment are severely over 
used and some cattle were observed in 
these areas on September 13 (1976). 
There is very little feed remaining. Grease- 
wood is dominant. Late spring and summer 
use has resulted in severe damage to the 
few forage species remaining and is 
contributing to accelerated soil erosion 
and invasion by halogeton, Russian this- 
tle, cheatgrass, matchweed, and yellow 
brush (rabbitbrush). 

On the summer range of the allot- 
ment, there are numerous cattle of var- 
ious breeding: hereford, charolais, angus 
mixed. Most were concentrated near 
water, although many were observed on 
the slopes due to scarcity of feed in the 
valleys. Vigor of principal forage species 
is low, some shrubs have been hedged 
severely. There was no evidence of seed 
stalks of palatable grasses (poa, brome). 
Serviceberry has been heavily used. Snow- 
berry was severely hedged. Willows have 
been killed. Low growing chokecherry 

Mr. Nielson did not include in his 
description the over-grazing and 
declining range trend attributable to 
the wild horses. Wild horses are 
found throughout the winter and 
spring ranges. At the time of this 
analysis, the population of wild horses 
was estimated at 170 head. Many 
areas within the allotment were in 
poor condition solely as the result of 
wild horse use. 

Management HIstory Since 1976 

The base private land of the Cathed- 
ral Bluffs Allotment was purchased 
by Tipperary Oil and Gas Corpora- 
tion in 1976. Realizing the poor over- 
all condition of the range, they re- 
quested and received approval for 
total nonuse for two years. 

In 1978, the base properties and 
BLM grazing privileges were leased 
to William and Kathy Barnard. At this 
time, the BLM updated its land use 
plans and prepared a Grazing Envi- 
ronmental impact Statement (EIS) 
for the Resource Area. The Cathed- 
ral Bluffs Allotment was reduced in 
grazing capacity from 5,731 active 
animal unit months (AUMs) to 4,295 
AUM5. Over a five-year implementa- 
tion period, conditions were improv- 
ing, and a final stocking rate of 5,475 
AUMs was established. The allotment 
was also designated as a wild horse 
herd management area with a popu- 
lation target of 30 horses. 

An allotment management plan 
(AMP) was completed in 1986. The 
primary goal of the AMP isto improve 
range condition through implemen- 
tation of a grazing system, adher- 
ence to utilization limits, and devel- 
opment of range improvement proj- 
ects. During preparation of the AMP, 

groves have been completely defoliated 
by grazing. Thistles are coming in and 
are also being grazed. On the slopes, 
palatable grasses have been almost 
eliminated and big sagebrush is increas- 
ing in percentage of composition and 
density. 

This overuse is considered by me to 
be "severe" in terms of BLM use classifi- 
cations, on both the winter-spring-fall- 
winter ranges of the allotment. As a 
result of the continual abuse by cattle 
both as to numbers and season there is a 
decided trend of deterioration in range 
condition. 

Photo 2. Typical summer range Cathedral Bluffs. 
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consideration was given for the care 
and maintenance of the wild horse 
herd. 

The following isan overview of the 
grazing system. The low elevation 
winter range is used December 1 to 
Aprill .There are few available waters 
on the winter range. As spring ap- 
proaches and the snow leaves so do 
the cattle. 

During the spring period the live- 
stock drift and/or are herded through 
the spring/fall range. Calves are born, 
branded, and vaccinated during this 
period. The key to use during this 
period is to keep the cattle using 
snow and snow melt as an animal 
drinking water source, which allows 
use of the more productive north 
slopes. This type of use requires 
close monitoring of utilization levels, 
which are set at a maximum of 40% 
during the spring period. 

The summer range has three pas- 
tures, one of which is deferred or 
rested each year. Summer use runs 
from July 1 to the end of September. 
Utilization levels are set at a maxi- 
mum of 50% during the summer 
season. 

Approximately October 1, livestock 
are gathered from the summer range 
and herded to the home ranch for 
processing. Fall gathering and pro- 
cessing occur during October and 
November. Fall utilization levels are 
set at 60%. With completion of pro- 
cessing, the herd is moved back to 
the winter range. 

initially, a rest rotation system for 
the winter/spring ranges developed. 
This proved unworkable because of 
snow depth. A deferred system which 
met the needs of range and livestock 
management was designed and imple- 
mented. 

improvements 
Another problem on the allotment 

is a shortage of spring range. Water 
facilities were developed on the uplands 
to increase use in areas that lacked 
water. To increase the spring forage, 
420 acres of pinyon/juniper were 
chained and then seeded in 1986. 
Species seeded included pubescent 
wheatgrass and dry land alfalfa. The 
area underwent a prescribed burn in 

Photo 3. Willow Creek Chainings. 

1989 (Photograph 3). Available for- 
age production increased from 200 
lbs/acre to 1,500 lbs/acre. 

Three-hundred-fifty acres of grease- 
wood bottom were mechanically treated 
in 1984 and followed up with herbi- 
cide treatment in 1986 and 1987. The 
principal forage species, western wheat- 
grass, increased in production from 
350 lbs/acre to 1,000 lbs/acre. The 
mechanical treatment of greasewood 
did not kill much of the brush, but did 

make it more susceptible to herbici- 
dal treatment. 

Current Conditions and Trends 
A number of range trend studies 

were established in 1979 and 1980. 
The studies showed that rangeland 
conditions have improved significantly 
since 1976. The winter range cover 
of the key forage species increased 
by 20% (basal cover) over an eight 
year period. Drainage bottoms which 

Photo 4. Bear Park on the Cathedral Bluffs Allotment. 
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had virtually no perennial grass cover were colonized by 
western wheatgrass. In some study plots, cover of west- 
ern wheatgrass changed from O% to 84%. (Photograph 4). 

The most significant improvements occurred within the 
spring/fall range in the riparian zone of East Douglas 
Creek. In 1978, East Douglas Creek was a deeply incised 

gully with active lateral sloughing, and sheer banks which 
averaged 12 feet deep. The woody component of the 

riparian vegetation was sparse, with no vegetation along 
the stream course. A few beaver were present in 1978. 
Their dams had been constructed of sagebrush, grease- 
wood and tamarisk. These dams were unsubstantial and 
unable to withstand spring runoff or intense summer 
thunderstorms. 

Since implementation of a livestock management plan, 
willows have reestablished throughout the stream course 
(Photograph 5). Beaver have incorporated the willow into 
their structures, making them more substantial. The dams 
have raised the water level, which is influencing the adja- 
cent terraces. Sagebrush has drowned and willows have 
established. 

During this process, the sheer banks have continued to 
erode and slough into the stream channel. Even daily 
sediments are trapped by the beaver ponds. The channel 
base is building and the vertical walls are changing into 
vegetated slopes. 

Cottonwoods and box elders have reestablished and 
are proliferating. Beaver populations are monitored to 
prevent overpopulation, which could cause over-utiliza- 
tion of the woody resources and create instability. 

It should be mentioned that there has been a series of 
good precipitation years which have aided management 
and improved range condition. In looking at similar range 
types under differing management, the condition of the 
allotment shows remarkable improvement. For example, 
one vegetation type within the allotment is called the 
"Douglas Creek Tundra," which consists of an overstory 
of black greasewood and sparse understory of cheat- 
grass and blue burr stickseed. It changed first in overstory 
to a sand dropseed dominant, then to its current western 
wheatgrass dominant. The previously degraded condi- 
tion was caused by allowing cattle to overuse the bot- 
toms, instead of forcing them to use the forage on the 
uplands. Aggressive livestock management was respon- 
sible for this improvement in condition. Similar improve- 
ment can be seen throughout most of the allotment (Pho- 
tograph series 6a-7b). 

Any grazing success story must answer, "how did the 
cattle do?" When Bill Barnard came into the allotment, he 
had a good bunch of cows that had been producing 500 to 
550 pound calves. The first year on the Cathedral Bluffs 
Allotment the calves averaged 350 pounds. After ten 
years, the average calf weight has increased to 500 
pounds. Another indicator would be pregnancy rates. 
The first year pregnancy testing showed a ten percent 
open-cow rate with another ten percent calving late. Cur- 
rently the open-cow rate is four percent and late cows are 
running two to three percent. 

Photo 5. Riparian development on East Douglas Creek. 
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The Cathedral Bluffs Allotment has shown excellent 
improvement since 1978. The cooperative relationship 
among the Bureau of Land Management and Ranch Man- 
ager, Mr. Sid Goodloe, and Ranchers William and Kathy 
Barnard, allowed a working Allotment Management Plan 
to be prepared and useful range improvement projects to 

be constructed. But all of this planning and range improve- 
ment work would not have changed the condition of the 
range if it were not for the dedication to the range and 
livestock shown by William and Kathy Barnard and crew. 
Their constant monitoring of use and moving of livestock 
has been critical to proper use of the rangelands on the 
Cathedral Bluffs Allotment. 

Photo 7a. Bear Park looking at Pike Ridge- 1976. Photo 7b. Bear Park looking at Pike Ridge Sagebrush manipula- 
tion completed in 1983 (1990 Photograph). 

Conclusion 

* Develop riparian pastures with separate manage- 
ment objectives and strategies. 

GRAZING PRACTICES TO IMPROVE RIPARIAN AREAS 

* Integrate riparian pastures into overall grazing 
management programs so livestock can be rotated 
through pastures in a manner that protects plants, 
allows for adequate regrowth, and maintains soil 
stability. 

* Rest riparian pastures periodically, especially if the 
riparian area is in poor condition. 

Alternate season of grazing. 

* Use riding, salting, drift fences, water development, 
sagebrush burning, and other practices to move live- 
stock away from ripanan areas and better utilize 
uplands. 

* Graze riparian areas when banks are dry and there 
has been adequate time for regrowth. 

* Shorten grazing periods in riparian pastures. 

* Monitor forage utilization, trampling impacts, and 
condition of woody browse in riparian areas to 
assess current management practices. 

* Exclude livestock from high risk riparian areas with 
poor recovery potential especially when there is no 
practical way to separate the riparian areas from 
uplands. 
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Forty Years of Change in a Shadscale 
Stand in Idaho 

Lee A. Sharp, Ken Sanders, and Nell Rimbey 

Photos provide a fast, informative way for ranchers and 
others to accumulate range trend data. Ranchers are on 
the range the same time every year and can easily take 
pictures. There are several small, effective cameras avail- 
able that will fit in a shirt pocket or saddlebag. 

Photos on the following pages chart the changes that 
have occurred in a shadscale (A triplex con fertifolia) 
stand between 1951 and 1990. The shadscale stand is 
located in the Raft River Valley of south-central Idaho. 

Many people are quick to blame any changes in range 
vegetation on livestock grazing. However, the area shown 
in the pictures has not been grazed by domestic livestock 
since 1945. Most of a band of sheep (about 1,600) were 
lost due to halogeton (Halogeton glomeratus) poisoning 
in 1945. Animals were on the mountain in the background 
of the photographs when a storm came up in November of 
that year. Losses occurred over a three-day period after 
the sheep were moved off the mountain to the halogeton- 
infested flat below. Halogeton poisoning generally occurs 
when hungry animals are allowed to graze in heavy 
stands of halogeton. 

Authors are professor emeritus and professor of range resources and pro- 
fessor of agricultural economics, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 83843. 
Appreciation is extended to Dr. Ross Wight, ARS, for weather data and the 
Bureau of Land Management for funding a portion of this study. Published as 
contribution No. 543 of the Idaho Forest, Wildlife and Range Experiment 
Station. 

Concerned about halogeton, the Burley District Bureau 
of Land Management signed a cooperative agreement 
with the University of Idaho to study the ecology and 
control of the plant. Permanent photo points were estab- 
lished on several sites in various salt desert shrub plant 
communities. Originally it was planned to take range 
trend photos and transect readings at each site every five 
years. Due to the yearly changes in vegetation that were 
taking place in the stands, it was decided to take pictures 
annually after the first four years. The photos were all 
taken during the third week of June by the senior author. 

A scale insect (mealy bugs) was discovered on the 
roots of shadscale in the 1950's. This insect is moved by 
ants from one plant to another and was the cause of stand 
disappearance in some years. The insect, combined with 
drought in 1960 and 1961, caused the shadscale to be 
replaced with annual plants. Weather conditions were 
responsible for some of the variation that is observed in 
some photographs (note particularly 1966 and 1969). 

Average annual precipitation at Strevell, a nearby 
weather station, was 9.1 inches during the years 1951— 

1989. Research on a crested wheatgrass seeding in the 
same valley has shown a strong correlation between April — 

June precipitation and annual production of crested 
wheatgrass. The photos indicate the same relationship 
between spring precipitation and plant growth in the 
shadscale community. 

Inches April-June Annual 

FIg. 1. Annual and spring precipitation at Strevell, Idaho from 1951-1989. 

19511953 19551957195919611963196519671969197119731975197719791981 1983198519871989 
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1955 1955 Appearance of the stand in 1955 after a very dry year in 1954. Halogeton had begun 
to appear in the stand. 

I 

1951 Appearance of the shadscale stand in 1951. PrecipItation was about average during 
April, May and June of this year. This was the second year of studies by the 
University of Idaho on haiogeton problems in the state. 
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1958 The scale Insect (Orthlseae ep.) was beginning to kill branches of shadscale. 
Prickly pear cactus, Sandberg'a bluegrass (Poa secunda), squirreltall grass, and 
globe mallow (Sphaeralcea grossularlfolla) were perennial plants present in the 
stand. Halogeton and one other annual plant were present. 

1959 The shadscale, beginning to show the effects of the scale Insect, was declining in 
the stand. Halogeton was very common, and other perennial plants mentioned In 
previous photographs were also present. 
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1960 Most of the shadscaie showed the effects of the scale insect working on the roots of 
the plant. Halogeton was many times more common than in 1959. No shadscale 
seedlings were found In the stand. Precipitation was much below normal In the 
spring. 

16 

14 

12 

1961 A few shadscaie plants were present, but most of the vegetation was halogeton. 
Note the dead or partlaily dead shadscale plants In the background. Spring precipI- 
tation was even drier than in 1960. 
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1963 PrecIpitation was much above normal in the spring of 1963. A number of shadscale 
seedlIngs In 1962 gave rise to the shadscale recovery In this year. Note the globe 
mallow scattered through the stand. 
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1962 The area was starting to recover from the effects of scale Insects and drought. 
PrecIpItation was slightly above normal In the spring of thIs year. Halogeton was 
still present, but not as frequent as in 1961. 

0 
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Inches 

1964 
1964 Note the globe mallow in this year of exceptional precipitation (three times the 

spring average). This was one of the best globe mallow expressions In the 40 years 
of the study. 

inches 

1966 It was a dry spring with shadscale the dominant plant. Squlrreltall, globe mallow, 
and prickly pear cactus were also present. No halogeton was observed. 
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Inches 

1967 The spring of 1967 was second only to 1964 In the amount of precipitation. 
Shadscale, squirreitali grass, globe mallow, halogeton and other annual plants 
were present. 

Inches 

1969 Note how much the vegetation In this year resembled the vegetation in 1966. Even 

though the spring precipitation was above average, the time that it fell was appar- 
ently critical in determining how the vegetation looked. 

1969 
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1970 
1970 Shadscaie and squirreitail grass were the dominant plants. Halogeton was present, 

as well as other annuals. Prickly pear cactus was prominent. 

16 

14 

1971 Squlrreltail grass, globe mallow, and cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) were found 
with the shadscaie. Cheatgrass was more prevalent after this year. 
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1972 Following a dry spring period, the shadscaie was the most dominant plant. There 
were squlrreltail grass, globe mallow, and various annuals present. 

16 

14 

1973 Squirreltall grass and shadacale were the dominant plants in the stand this year. 
Globe mallow and Sandberg's bluegrass were also present. 

2 
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1975 Above-average spring precipitation produced an entireiy different appearance 
than the year before. Squirreitaii grass and shadscale, along with various annual 
plants, made up the vegetation in this year. 

2 

0 
1974 

1974 A very dry year produced squirreitail grass that matured earlier than expected. 
Note the 1979 photograph for a similar appearance. 

16 

1975 
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inches 

1976 SquirreitaH grass was the dominant plant. Its red spikes obscured the globe mallow 
and shadscaie. There was also cheatgrass In the stand. 

Inches 

1978 Squirreitail grass and shadscaie were dominant. Spring precipitation was slightly 
below average during this year. 
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1980 WIth above-average spring precipitation, globe mallow was again obvious In the 

vegetation. Squirreltali grass was a co-dominant in the stand. About one-half of the 
shadscale was showing the effects of the scale Insect. 

1979 SprIng precipitation was slightly more than the year before. The only explanation 
for the difference In appearance of the stand this year and the previous year would 
be that temperature and the time that the rain fell were different. Note that this 
photograph is very similar to the 1974 photograph. 
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1983 The scale Insect was again causing some damage, as a lot of the plants had dead 
branches. Squirreltail grass (with red spikes) and globe mallow were dominant In 
the stand. Cheatgrass was evident throughout the stand. 

Inches 

1982 Squlrreltail grass was the dominant plant In the stand. Shadscaie was showing 
some recovery from the effects of the scale insect. 

1982 

Inches 
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1985 Shadscale was still showing the effects of the scale Insect. Annual plants were 
common in the vegetation, including halogeton. 

1984 The scale insect was affecting shadecale, with an Increase in annual plants. Squir- 
reltall grass and globe mallow were obvious. 

1985 
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1986 The shadscale was mostly dead. Some seedlIngs of shadscale appeared In the 
understory. Cheatgrass, pepper grass (Lepidlum perfollatum) globe mallow, and 
Jim hill mustard (Sisymbrium eltissimum) were present In the vegetation. 

Inches 

Inches 

1987 Grasshoppers were abundant thIs year. Many shadscale plants were partially or 
completely dead from the scale insect. Squirreltail grass and globe mallow were 
common, along wIth annual plants such as cheatgrass, Jim hill mustard, and 
pepper grass. 
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1989 This year was drier than the previous year and the vegetation reflected the dry 
condition. The scale insect was still affecting the shadecale. Squlrreltail grass, 
Sandberg's bluegrass, and globe mallow remained as components of the vegeta- 
tion. Annual plants consisted of Jim hill mustard, and pepper grass. 
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1990 SprIng precipitation was much improved over the previous years. Squirreltall 
grass, Sandberg's bluegrass, and globe mallow were the principai perennial plants. 
Halogeton was the main annual plant In the area. Scattered seediings of shadscale 
were noticed this year. 

Inches 

1989 
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"Livestock" The Key to Resource 
Improvement on Public Lands 

Al Tohill and Jim Dolierscheii 

Since the Taylor Grazing Act was 
set in motion inthemid-1930's, improv- 
ing public rangelands has been per- 
ceived as a need to eliminate over- 
grazing by reducing livestock 
numbers. After 50 years of livestock 
reductions, along with the develop- 
ment of high dollar rangeland im- 
provements and implementation of 
elaborate academic grazing systems, 
there continues to be undesirable 
plant encroachment (annual and per- 
ennial), lack of perennial grass seed- 
lings, and absence of plant and animal 
complexity and diversity. This fuels 
a concerted effort by the environ- 
mental community to promote the 
complete removal of livestock from 
public lands. 

The Mountain Island Ranch and 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
offices in Grand Junction, Colorado, 
and Moab, Utah, have initiated a 
management process to improve the 
rangeland condition using techniques 
that are economically and environ- 
mentally sound. The management 

process involves both human inter- 
action and collaboration coupled with 
non-traditional tools of grazing and 
animal impact. Livestock are recog- 
nized as a necessary component of 
the ecosystem rather than a deter- 
rent to range improvement. 

Setting and Background 
The Mountain Island Ranch is sit- 

uated between the Colorado River 
and the Dolores River southwest of 
Grand Junction, Colorado. The ranch 
straddles the Colorado-Utah state 
border and encompasses more than 
163,000 acres. Within the ranch boun- 
dary is Bureau of Land Management 
Public Land administered by both 
Colorado and Utah (126,824 acres), 
Utah state land (8,491 acres), and 
ranch-owned property (27,851 acres). 
Large portions of both the Black 
Ridge Canyons and Westwater Canyon 
BLM Wilderness Study Areas are 
located within the ranch boundary. 

Elevations range from 4,100 feet at 
the junction of the Dolores and 
Colorado Rivers to 8,833 feet on 
Pinon Mesa. Rocky canyon lands in 
the lower elevations receive about 8 
inches of precipitation, progressing 
up to 16 inches in the higher terrain. 
Approximately 40 percent of the pre- 
cipitation occurs during the growing 
season. There are 20 vegetation types 
present within these elevation dif- 
ferences. The lower and middle ele- 
vations are a combination of sage- 
brush, saltbush and/or blackbrush 
dominated grasslands. Oakbrush 
dominated mountain woodland types 
occupy the upper elevations. The 
pinyon/juniper type is prominent 
throughout the lower and middle 
elevations. 

The owner purchased the ranch to 
capture a piece of the West and to 
enhance wildlife and natural ecosys- 
tem processes. These interests were 

influential in selection of manage- 
ment personnel and goals for the 
ranch. 

Livestock grazing is the primary 
tool used to achieve the ranch goals 
which include improvement of the 
wildlife habitat. In the past five years 
the ranch has changed from a year- 
ling cattle operation to a cow/calf 
operation, and recently included 
sheep. The following is a summary 
of the ranch operation since 1985: 

1985- 1023 Yearlings 
1986- 2005 Yearlings 
1987- 3000 Yearlings, 244 Cows, 50 

Bulls 
1988- 1022 Cows, 50 Bulls 
1989- 743 Cows, 49 Bulls, 1600 Sheep 

Converting from a yearling opera- 
tion to a cow/calf operation allowed 
for greater economic stability by avoid- 
ing the erratic market. Sheep were 
added to the operation to utilize 
areas not used by cattle. The sheep 
breeding program goal isto produce 
both red meat and high quality wool. 

Upland Successes 
This type of management has been 

practiced on the ranch since 1985, 
while the Allotment Management Plan 
(AMP) has been in effect since 1988. 
The land is healing itself, and at the 
same time is producing income from 
red meat in the form of livestock and 
wildlife. 

The BLM uplands are character- 
ized by low precipitation which is 
unreliable and erratic. Historic 
improper grazing in these brittle en- 
vironments has increased the amount 
of bare ground and caused a prob- 
lem of rapid soil crusting. Now, 
animals in the area at the proper time 
break or distrub the soil crust, allow- 
ing water to enter the soil. The anim- 
als also assist in incorporating 
organic matter into the soil surface 
either by trampling or in the form of 

Authors are Range Conservationists, Bureau of 
Land Management, Grand Junction Resource 
Area, Grand Junction, Colorado. 
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urine and dung. The organic matter 
improves precipitation infiltration, 
allowing the water to percolate into 
the ground ratherthan be lost as sur- 
face runoff. Organic matter on the 
soil surface reduces evaporation and 
increases the duration that moisture 
is available to vegetation. The final 
production of animal impact is soil 
compaction, a necessary requirement 
for proper seedbed preparation of 
grass plants. 

Perennial grass seedlings are pro- 
liferating, particularly in areas that 
have received heavy animal impact. 
Photograph la shows the area of a 
salt block placed the spring of 1987, 
which resulted in heavy animal impact. 
Photograph lb is a plot that was 
established the following spring where 
the salt block had been placed, now 
covered with the perennial grass seed- 
lings. Photograph ic was taken dur- 
ing the spring of 1989, a drought 
year, from approximately the same 
photo point. Although 1989 was a 
drought year in western Colorado, a 
number of the seedlings (sand drop- 
seed) in this plot reached sexual 
maturity and produced fruiting bodies. 
Animal impact and time-controlled 
grazing created the necessary con- 
ditions for seedling establishment in 
this area. The health and vigor of 
existing plants remain good (Photo- 
graph 2b). 

Photograph 2a shows yearling steers 
present in June of 1987 at a fenced 
water point that serves three pas- 
tures. The animals impacted existing 
vegetation through utilization and 
trampling. Photograph 2b shows re- 
covery of the same area in September 
of 1987 (note: spring 2a was taken 
with a standard lens and fall picture 
2b with a wide angle lens). When 
grazing and animal impact are em- 
ployed as tools, the element of time 
must be considered. Overgrazing is 
a function of time, note livestock 
numbers. 

The roots of grass plants are the 
store house of their reserves. A grazed 
plant draws reserves from the roots 
to put on new growth. Once new 
growth is fully functional, producing 
carbohydrates through photosynthe- 
sis, the plant slowly restores root 

Photo lc. 1989 aspect photo of area shown in September 1988. 

Area of intentional salt block placement—1987. 

Photo lb. Plot showing establishment of perennial grass seedlings—1988. 
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reserves to pre-grazing levels. Animals seek out succu- 
lent regrowth over ungrazed plants which are comparably 
coarser and less palatable. 

Overgrazing occurs when regrowth is grazed before 
root reserves have been replenished, further depleting 
the root system. This commonly occurs when livestock 
are present too long during periods of rapid plant growth 
(when moisture and temperature conditions are opti- 
mum). If present long enough, one animal or a thousand 
animals will seek out succulent regrowth over ungrazed 
plants. 

Whenever there has been a perceived overgrazing 
problem on public lands the standard prescription has 
been to reduce livestock numbers. Grazing duration, the 
major cause of overgrazing, is unaffected by livestock 
reductions. Remaining livestock continue to seek out 
regrowth (overgrazing individual plants) while the number 
of ungrazed plants increases (overrest). 

The ranch has minimized overgrazing and overrest 
through high animal stock densities for short periods of 
time. Grazing periods range from several days to several 
weeks, depending on the plant growth rate. Livestock are 
then removed for a period of time sufficient for complete 
plant recovery. This process may then be repeated follow- 
ing full plant recovery. A constant vigil of monitoring both 
plant growth and animal performance is required. Com- 
mitment to monitoring by the livestock operator is par- 
amount. 

Rlparlan Successes 
As the uplands are considered brittle environments, 

riparian areas are considered non-brittle environments. 
This is due to the presence and influence of water. Unlike 
a brittle environment, the water cycle and mineral cycle 
will function properly under non-grazing conditions (rest). 
Plant material that remains intact through rest will rapidly 
return to the soil allowing the mineral cycle to function 
properly. Individual plants remain healthy and unob- 
structed which ultimately leads to tighter ground cover 
and species complexity. 

Rest applied in non-brittle environments can be a use- 
ful tool for obtaining healthy riparian areas. The problem 
is demonstrating that livestock and a healthy riparian area 
can exist together. The Mountain Island Ranch is using 
livestock as a tool to improve riparian areas. Proper 
upland management is essential for obtaining a healthy 
riparian area, the two go hand in hand. Improving water 
and mineral cycles in the uplands has allowed precipita- 
tion to enter the soil, from there it travels underground 
and is slowly released into the riparian areas. This helps 
restore the natural watershed function through under- 
ground flow, rather than surface runoff. 

Photograph 3a is a picture of the riparian area along the 
Little Dolores River in the Upper Files paddock. A quarter- 
mile of this stream, situated in the corner of this 2,000 acre 
paddock, is the sole water source. Grazing use in this 
paddock for 1988 was 667 cow/calf pairs for 14 days in 
June. This picture, taken shortly after livestock were 
removed, depicts the animal impact and associated heavy 
utilization that occurred. A cowboy stays with the live- 
stock preventing them from lounging along the stream. 

Photograph 3b, taken in early September of the same 
year, shows the tremendous regrowth of willows. These 
willow populations are stable and show no signs of 
decline. 

The AMP provides a management guideline to assure 
two processes are being accomplished: 

1. bank protection during high energy flood events; 
and 

2. trapping of sediment for the bank building process. 
Regrowth in riparian areas serve both purposes. The 

guideline separates growing season grazing and dormant 
season grazing as it relates to riparian areas. 

The guideline for the growing season grazing period 
specifies that time be allowed for sufficient vegetative 
regrowth to provide adequate plant cover for bank protec- 
tion and sediment trapping. Photograph 4a was taken 
along the same quarter mile section of the Little Dolores 
River immediately following removal of livestock in June 
of 1989. Growing season grazing use had been 387 cow/ 

Photo 2a. Yearling steers at water point—1987. Photo 2b. Recovery of water point—1989. 
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calf pairs for 19 days. Note the animal 
impact and heavy utilization. Photo- 
graph 4b is the same site taken in 
September of 1989 after regrowth 
had occurred. Overhanging banks 
have remained intact through main- 
tenance of healthy root systems en- 
sured by time-controlled grazing. 

The beaver dam was built follow- 
ing cattle removal in June. This activ- 
ity will aid in expanding the riparian 
zone by raising the water table and 
increasing water storage in the area. 

In the riparian areas, regrowth will 
not occur prior to spring runoff if 
grazing occurs during the dormant 
season. Therefore, the guidelines call 
for utilization levels of herbaceous 
vegetation such that a minimum 
stubble height of 5 inches remains. 
This remaining stubble encourages 
adequate vegetative cover for bank 
protection and sediment trapping. 

Photograph 5a shows Coates Creek 
in the Humphrey Springs paddock 
which was grazed for 12 days by 48 
bulls in April of 1989. The photo- 
graph, taken shortly after livestock 
were removed and prior to spring 
runoff, shows the stubble that will be 
present when runoff occurs. 

Photograph 5b shows the same 
location in September of 1989 and 
the regrowth that occurred. Bank 
building is evident by the sediment 
trapping of the vegetation and nar- 
rowing of the stream channel. 

The tool of animal impact provides 
a means of breaking down existing 
cut banks that are devoid of vegeta- 
tion and susceptible to further ero- 
sion. Steep-walled cutbanks are 
trampled to an angle of repose which 
allows establishment of vegetation 
which in turn begins the bank build- 
ing process. Another result of animal 
impact has been the removal of old, 
tall sagebrush which invaded and 
how dominates areas adjacent to 
some streams. Removal of sagebrush 
and application of time controlled 
grazing has allowed succession to 
move forward, increasing species 
diversity and complexity, resulting 
in greater productivity for wildlife 
and livestock. 

Wildlife 
Big game populations appear to 

be thriving as evidenced by the ranch's 
guide and outfitting business. The 
last three years the ranch has aver- 
aged a harvest success of 100% for 
deer and 90% for trophy bull elk. This 
has contributed an average of 19% to 
the total gross ranch income during 
this period. All types of wildlife receive 

priority in relation to livestock graz- 
ing. Livestock moves are planned to 
avoid conflicts with wildlife use. 
Examples are livestock avoidance in 
certain areas during periods crucial 
to bird courting and nesting, elk calv- 
ing and deer fawning. 

Livestock Production 

Photo 3a. Riparian area on Little Dolores River after intensive grazing—June 1987. 

The first three years the ranch ran 

Photo 3b. Little Dolores River riparian area—September 1988. 
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yearlings and averaged 1.55 pounds 
per day rate of gain. In 1988, the first 
year under a cow/calf operation, wean- 
ing weights averaged 502 pounds. 
Livestock production has benefitted 
from the daily involvement of ranch 
personnel. Diseases are detected early, 
allowing effective treatment and rapid 
recovery of diseased or injured ani- 
mals, lowering the percentage of 
death by 10%. In 1989 there was a 
total death loss of 3 cows and a calf 

crop mortality of 5%. The practice of 
herding livestock has improved the 
percentage of cows being bred back. 
In 1989, they had a breedback suc- 
cess of 91%. 

Time-control grazing requires fre- 
quent movement of livestock and 
initially can be stressful to the ani- 
mals. Mountain Island Ranch is pres- 
ently training the cattle to come to a 
call (whistle). 

Development of the HRM Graz- 
ing Plan 

The accomplishments achieved to 
date have been the result of imple- 
menting Holistic Resource Manage- 
ment (HRM), a process developed 
by Allan Savory. HRM was chosen as 
the preferred management for the 
Mountain Island Ranch based on the 
owners' concern for wildlife and natural 
ecosystem processes. 

In 1985 the Grand Junction and 
Moab BLM offices granted the Moun- 
tain Island Ranch a one-year trial 
period to run livestock on BLM Pub- 
lic Land using HRM principles. At 
the end of the trial period, the allot- 
ments were evaluated to determine 
potential for long-term commitment 
to the development of a HRM allot- 
ment management plan. The plan 
combined these allotments into one 
unit to be managed as a whole. The 
evaluation was favorable and the 
development of a long-term plan 
began in late 1986 by then Grand 
Junction District range conservation- 
ist Gene Kinch. 

The development of the HRM plan 
was accomplished through meetings 
with ranch personnel and BLM staff 
members from both the Grand Junc- 
tion and Moab offices. The BLM 
specialists involved were wildlife bio- 
logists, range conservationists, plan- 
ners, and recreation and wilderness 
specialists—resource interests which 
have historically had different opin- 
ions about resource management. 

Through development of trust and 
collaboration the meetings produced 
the following three-part goal: 
Quality of Life 

Manage the land to maintain a 
rural character, free of pollution, with 
a peaceful family setting. Minimize 
the use of chemicals. 

Production 
Realize a profit from the produc- 

tion of wildlife, crops, and livestock. 

Landscape 
Allow fire to assume its natural 

role in plant succession. 

In Wilderness Study Areas—Manage 
the land within the wilderness study 

Phoro a. Little volores Hiver following intensive grazing—June 1989. 

Photo 4b. Same area in September 1989. 
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1) allow for development of the 
variety of landscapes present, 

2) emphasize wilderness values, 
3) avoid damage to cryptogamic 

soils as a result of livestock grazing 
in portions of the area, and 

4) minimize visual impacts from 
livestock. 

Outside the Wilderness Study Areas 
maintain an uninhabited natural appear- 
ance, unroaded with few structures 

or improvements and with minimum 
disturbance by humans. Protect cul- 
tural resources and aesthetic values. 

Develop good water and mineral 
cycles as well as energy flow on the 
range. 

1) Retain and build soil in place 
and insure the land is as productive 
as feasible. 

2) Restore natural watershed func- 
tion and improve water quality. 

Optimize production of a diverse, 

stable wildlife population including 
but not limited to big game, fish, and 
threatened and endangered species. 

Goals for riparian areas were further 
delineated in the landscape descrip- 
tion. A number of riparian areas in 
the allotment were recognized as 
being in degraded stages evidenced 
by steep, barren stream banks, wide 
and shallow stream profiles, minimal 
stream shading, and lack of over- 
hanging banks. The emphasis of the 
goals was to allow riparian areas to 
perform their natural functions of 
bank building through sediment trap- 
ping, water storage and timely release, 
and aquifer recharge. 

The next step in working toward 
the three-part goal was selecting the 
proper tools to manipulate the four 
ecosystem blocks. The four ecosys- 
tem blocks are water cycle, mineral 
cycle, energy flow and succession. 
All the tools known to mankind are 
rest, fire, grazing, animal impact, liv- 
ing organisms and technology (HRM 
Model Figure 1). 

Tools selected in the uplands were: 
grazing, animal impact, rest, fire, 
organisms and technology. Grazing 
and animal impact were automati- 
cally chosen because a large part of 
the ranch falls within a brittle envi- 
ronment. Rest was chosen in partial 
form because plans are to graze 
each pasture only once during the 
course of each year. Fire would assume 
its natural role where feasible. There 
are sites with dense stands of sage- 
brush 8 to 10 feet tall where animal 
impact can not be used successfully 
to induce succession toward the three- 
part goal. Fire was selected to open 
up these areas so animal impact 
could be applied. 

Living organisms would be util- 
ized in an indirect manner to pro- 
mote soil fertility (earthworms, micro- 
organ isms, etc.) and aid in the miner- 
al cycle (dung beetles, ants, etc.). 
Technology would be applied in the 
form of control (fencing) and water 
developments (spring developments, 
wells, pipelines and troughs, etc.). 

Tools selected to achieve the ripar- 
ian goals were: rest, technology, graz- 
ing, and animal impact. Rest was 
used to move succession toward the 

Photo 5a. Coates Creek intensively grazed—June 1989. 

Photo 5b. Coates Creek recovery—September 1989. 

area to: 
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Figure 1. Holistic Resource Management Model. Copyright 1980 Center for Holistic Resource Management. 

goals. It was also deemed necessary in some areas to 
achieve diversity in canopy heights. This would involve 
rest for a year or two to allow woody vegetation to attain a 
height exceeding the reach of livestock. Technology was 
selected in the form of control (fencing) to eliminate small 
areas of excessive animal impact. Grazing and animal 
impact were selected for the same reasons they were 
chosen for the uplands, to improve water and mineral 
cycles. As in the uplands, time control of grazing is the 
key. Livestock grazing occurs in the riparian area for a 
short period (several days to several weeks.) Livestock 
are then removed, allowing for complete woody and her- 
baceous vegetative recovery before grazing again. 

A vast majority of the ranch-owned property and asso- 
ciated BLM and Utah state lands were previously divided 
into use areas. These use areas were further defined into 
54 paddocks or pastures. A biological plan was con- 
structed for the ranch. Each paddock was charted, show- 
ing any livestock conflict and when during the year it 
occurred. Once all paddocks and their conflicts were 
charted, livestock moves were planned to avoid conflicts. 
The biological plan focused attention on these situations 
and stimulated an appropriate monitoring level to help 
minimize the conflict. 

The biological plan is prepared twice a year, one for 
growing season grazing and one for dormant season 
grazing. Both plans, especially the growing season plan, 
are altered as necessary from monitoring information. 
This part of the process is what is known as PLAN- 
MON ITOR-CONTROL-REPLAN and serves as the heart- 
beat of the entire plan. HRM is not a "grazing system" but 
a highly dynamic process that changes with the "ebb and 
flow" of nature. 

Once the Mountain Island HRM allotment management 
plan, associated biological plan, and environmental assess- 
ment report were completed, a comprehensive review 
process was initiated. The review process included wil- 
derness and environmental interests groups, Colorado 
and Utah state wildlife agencies, and BLM specialists 
from both Grand Junction and Moab offices. Tours were 
conducted for any group that had questions and/or con- 
cerns. The review went extremely well due in large part to 
the collaboration established at the onset of the process. 

Conclusion 
HRM is not a quick fix solution. Successes enjoyed to 

date have been the result of cooperation, time, and sup- 
port of the Mountain Island Ranch and BLM management 
in Colorado and Utah. This type of management requires 
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commitment, intensity, and risk taking. With risk taking 
come mistakes, but through the PLAN-MONITOR- 
CONTROL-A EPLAN process, problems have been de- 
tected early and resolved before becoming catastrophic. 

Human creativity used to resolve these problems has 
served as the foundation for this continuous learning and 
building process called Holistic Resource Management. 

PROPERLY MANAGED RIPARIAN AREAS: 

Reduce Flood Damage and Decrease Soil Erosion: Trees, shrubs, and grasses dissipate energy by slowing the speed 
of flood waters. This results in lowered flood heights and reduces the water's erosive potential. 

Protect Water Quality: Riparian vegetation functions as a "living filter" to trap sediment, nutrients, and chemical and 
organic waste that are carried from the surrounding land during and following storms. 

Maintain Stream Flows: Stable riparian systems and wetlands function like sponges to hold water. This increased 
streambank storage capacity helps maintain year-round stream flow. 

Maintain Water Temperature; The riparian zone maintains stream water temperature by providing shade. Shade is 
particularly important for preventing loss of water through evaporation. 

Provide Recreational and Aesthetic Qualities; Riparian areas are focal points for recreational use such as fishing, 
hunting, camping, and hiking. 

Improve Fish and Wildlife Habitat; Riparian areas provide food, cover, water, migration routes, shade, etc. 

Improve Livestock Forage; Healthy riparian areas can periodically provide better quality and quantity of forage for 
livestock. 
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The Coastal Sand Plain of Southern Texas 
Timothy E. Fuibright, David D. Diamond, John Rappoie, and Jim Norwine 

The Coastal Sand Plain consists of more than 2 million 
acres of rangeland in southern Texas characterized by 
unique history, geology, climate, and biotic communities. 
It borders the shallow waters of the Laguna Madre on the 
east and extends inland about 60 miles to meet the Brush 
Country of the Rio Grande Plain on the west and south- 
west. The region borders Baffin Bay and the Coastal 
Prairie on the north and the lower Rio Grande Valley on 
the south. 

FIg. 1. Location of the Coastal Sand Plain in southern Texas. 

Despite its size and unique biotic communities, many 
biogeographers do not classify the Sand Plain as a dis- 
tinct vegetational region. It has been lumped into the 
"Texas Savanna" or considered part of the Coastal 
Prairie. Other unique areas of rangeland, such as the 
Nebraska Sandhills, are well-known to ecologists and 
laymen alike. The Sand Plain deserves recognition as a 
unique area of rangeland. 

History of Settlement 

Spanish explorers first visited south Texas in the 17th 
century. Major settlements were established in the 18th 
century to the north of the Sand Plain along the San 
Antonio River and south of the region along the lower Rio 
Grande River, but lack of permanent water supplies kept 
the Sand Plain sparsely populated. 

Authors are associate professor, College of Agriculture and Home Econom- 
ics, Texas A&l University, Kingsvilie 78363; plant ecologist, Texas Parks and 
Wildlife Department, 4200 Smith School Road. Austin 78744; research scient- 
ist, Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute, Texas A&I Univeristy, Kings- 
yule 78363; and professor of geography. Department of Geosciences, Texas 
A&I University, Kingsvulie 78363. Rappole's current address is National Zoo- 
logical Park Conservation and Research Center, Front Royal, VA 22630. 

The Sand Plain was divided into several Spanish and 
Mexican Land Grants in the late 1700s and early 1800s. 
These included the San Juan de Carricitos Grant, granted 
by Spain to Don Jose Narcisco Cabazos in 1792, which 
comprised 601,657 acres in present-day Hidalgo, Kenedy, 
and Willacy Counties (Texas General Land Office, 1988). 
It was the largest grant made in southern Texas. Cabazos 
went into possession of the grant with 900 head of live- 
stock. His heirs remained in possession after his death 
until most of them were driven off by Indians in 1811. 

Jean Louis Berlandier, a French botanist, traversed the 
Sand Plain while traveling from Matamoros to Goliad in 
1834. The region was sparsely populated and he encoun- 
tered no dwellings between the Rancho del Animas 
(about 39 miles north of the Arroyo Colorado in present- 
day Cameron County) and Santa Gertrudis (near present- 
day Kingsville). He described the region as a "wilderness 
of plains" that was "covered with small forests of oaks" 
and remarked that it was grazed by cattle and large herds 
of wild horses (Berlandier 1980). 

Mexico ordered its citizens to move south of the Rio 
Grande after the battle of San Jacinto in 1836. Many of the 
descendents of the original land grantees obeyed, aban- 
doning their land and livestock (Smith 1986). The region 
became the domain of outlaws, Indians, and stray Mexi- 
can livestock. Forays by Comanches, Lipan Apaches, 
and outlaws from south of the Rio Grande held ranching 
efforts to a minimum until after the Mexican War. Wild 
horses were so abundant in the region during the 1840's 
and 1850's that early travellers referred to it as the "Wild 
Horse Desert" (Inglis 1964). 

Several soldiers crossed the Sand Plain during the Mex- 
ican War and commented on the vegetation. Kirby-Smith 
traveled across the area in 1846 and called it a sandy 
desert (Inglis 1964). General Philip Henry Sheridan was 
equally unimpressed with the countryside when he crossed 
it the same year and remarked, "If I possessed both Texas 
and hell, I'd rent out Texas and live in hell" (Coole 1952: in 
Lehmann 1984). 

Although the land appeared desolate to many early 
travelers, the large herds of wild horses and cattle on the 
Sand Plain gave evidence to others that the land was 
conducive to large-scale ranching (Smith 1986). In the 
early 1850's, the potential of the region for ranching was 
recognized with the establishment of several large ranches 
that are still in operation. Major James Durst purchased 
92,996 acres of the La Barreta grant from the Balli family 
in 1852 for 1,600 pesos (Smith 1986). This purchase 
marked the beginning of the present-day Armstrong 
Ranch. Captain Richard King established a cow camp 
near present-day Kingsville in 1853 and purchased lands 
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that were to become the King Ranch. Two of the 4 div- 
isions of this immense 800,000+-acre ranch are in the 
Sand Plain. During this same time period Captain Mifflin 
Kenedy began establishing the Kenedy Ranch, which 
sprawls over 500,000 acres. 

Geology and Soils 
The Coastal Sand Plain is precisely defined by the uni- 

que geologic substrate, which consists of wind-worked 
Quaternary sand that is 6 feet deep in places. The ultimate 
origin of the sands is from deposits by early Holocene and 
Pleistocene precursors of rivers to the north, such as the 
Guadalupe, Colorado, and Brazos, and the Rio Grandeto 
the south. The underlying layers are marine sedimentary 
materials of Quarternary to Tertiary age, which are 
exposed where the sand sheet ends. However, the reason 
the sands were deposited in a thick sheet in their present 
location is unknown. 

The precise extent of active dunes on the Sand Plain is 
unknown. They make up as much as 5% of the entire 
region and are concentrated in the eastern third of the 
area. Individual active dunes often cover 250 acres, and 
continuous dunes sometimes cover as much as several 
square miles. The maximum relief in these areas is gener- 
ally about 30 feet, and the unstable dunes often grade into 
vegetated dunes that form dune and swale or hummocky 
landscapes. Large areas of wind-worked sands are almost 
flat, and there are few well-defined drainage systems. 
Numerous internally drained, ephemeral ponds derived 
from blow-outs or subsidence of the underlying strata dot 
the landscape. The downwind sides of many of these 
depressions have wind-deposited clay loam or sandy 
loam low hills, called lomas, ranging from 3 to more than 
30 feet high. 

Climate 
The Coastal Sand Plain is located along the eastern 

coast of the continent in a subtropical region. This corn- 

bination usually produces a humid subtropical climate 
with little variability in annual precipitation. In Southern 
Texas, the climate is much drier, characterized as a 
subhumid-to-semiarid east-coast subtropical climate, with 
extreme variability in precipitation. 

The subtropical subhumid-to-semiarid regimes expe- 
rience high temperatures along with deficiences of mois- 
ture. It is also characterized by a combination of high 
humidity and infrequent but significant killing frosts. 

The seasonal distribution of rainfall is uneven, with 
peaks occurring in May-June and September-October, a 
dramatic minimum in November-March and a modest 
trough in July—August. About 65% of the rains, and most 
of the ecologically useful rains, fall in the summer. In 
some years, tropical storms in June to November produce 
large amounts of rainfall. Annual rainfall has varied from 
14 to 53 inches since 1950. 

Vegetation 

mesquite mottes, blowing dunes, and coastal wind tidal 
flats and saline habitats. Uplands generally support scat- 
tered mottes of live oak or mesquite interspersed in grass- 
land. The oak mottes are not evenly distributed across the 
Sand Plain, but rather form discontinuous oak belts in 
which mottes are commonly connected with one another 
and form dense forests. Together, these discontinuous 
oak belts cover 1/4 to 1/3 of the sand sheet. 

Mesquite mottes often contain large individual trees 
reaching more than 30 feet in height with an understory of 
small shrubs. Common understory shrubs include spiny 
hackberry, lime prickly-ash, and bluewood. 

Plant Communities 
The unique geology and climate of the Sand Plain have 

interacted to produce a mosaic of several different habi- 
tats. These include extensive uplands with a dune and 
swale topography that support open grasslands dotted 
with large live oak mottes (groves) and smaller honey 

1 

Fig. 2. Active sand dune. 

Fig. 3. Live oak motte surrounded by seacoast bluestem-dominated 
prairie. 
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Coastal habitats of the eastern edge of the Sand Plain 
include extensive forblands on wind tidal flats, a gradient 
of salt marsh to gulf cordgrass grasslands, and extensive 
blowing sand dunes. Species such as glasswort and sea 
ox-eye are found on wind tidal flats, while smooth cord- 
grass and saltgrass are found in limited salt marshes. 
Marshhay cordgrass is important in intermediate marsh. 

flats. Important associates include big bluestem, gulf 
muhly, and lndiangrass. 

Low, poorly drained grasslands where the permanent 
water table is seldom more than 1.5 feet below the surface 
are dominated by gulf cordgrass. Bushy bluestem and 
switchgrass may be important associates. 

Ecological AffinIties 
The prairies to the northeast of the Sand Plain are 

dominated by a mixture of tall and mid grasses and thus 
are similar in structure to the Sand Plain. In turn, these 
grasslands are part of a grassland continuum that extends 
from Texas to Canada. Thus, the Sand Plain grasslands 
might be considered the southwestern-most extension of 
this prairie continuum if not for the unique flora and 
sandy substrate which make it distinctive. The prevailing 
dominant of the Sand Plain is seacost bluestem, a variety 
of little bluestem, which in turn is the prevailing dominant 
of the Coastal and Blackland Prairies (Diamond and 
Smeins 1985; Diamond and Fuibright, in press). 

Secondary grasses and forbs, however, differ greatly 
between the Sand Plain and grasslands to the north. For 
example, only 2 of 18 common forbs of upland grasslands 
of the Sand Plain are found among the common forbs of 
the Upper Coastal Prairie. 

Wildlife 

The dunes, mottes, and grasslands of the Sand Plain 
provide a distinctive mix of habitats for wildlife. White- 
tailed hawks, Harris hawks, crested caracaras, and black- 
shouldered kites are common avian predators. They and 
bobcats and coyotes hunt for such unique prey as north- 
ern pygmy mice, kangaroo rats, and Coue's rice rats. 

Several of the most interesting predators of this region 
are now scarce or extirpated. There are still a few moun- 
tain lions and ocelots in dense mesquite thickets, and 
occasionally a lone black bear or gulf coast hog-nosed 
skunk is reported, but the jaguarundi, jaguar, and red wolf 
as well as the aplomado falcon are gone. Efforts are 

Fig. 4. Honey mesquite mottes. 

FIg. 5. Upland grassland supporting big bluestem, switch grass, 
Indian grass, and seacoast bluestem. 

A grassy dune and swale landscape is characteristic of 
a majority of the Coastal Sand Plain. Seacoast bluestem is 
the prevailing dominant of all but the wettest grasslands 
that are not overgrazed. Camphor daisy dominates with Fig. 6. Keeled earless lizard. 
seacoast bluestem on moderately disturbed dune ridges 
and well-drained flats. Grasses associated with seacoast 
bluestem in these habitats include crinkleawn, brown- 
seed paspalum, thin paspalum, Pan-American balsam- 
scale, and three-awns. Gulfdune paspalum dominates 
with seacoast bluestem in swales and moderately drained 
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underway to reintroduce the falcon into the subtropical 
savannahs of the region, which once provided the north- 
eastern most extent of suitable habitat for this bird. 

Mottes of live oak, with their thick drapings of small 
bromeliads, are home to the northernmost populations 
for a number of other birds that can still be found on the 
sand sheet (Fall 1973). The tropical parula, a tiny tropical 
warbler that requires ball moss or a similar fiber for nest 
construction, lives in the oaks along with hooded orioles, 
ferruginous pygmy-owls, red-billed pigeons, northern 
beardless tyrannulets, and Counch's kingbirds. 

The grasslands, dunes, and ephemeral, clay-bottomed 
ponds too have their own peculiar fauna. Botteri sparrows 
nest in the expanses of gulf cordgrass. Ord's kangaroo rat 
and Padre Island and keeled earless lizards blend per- 
fectly into the dunes. Black-spotted newts, great plains 
narrow-mouthed toads, and lesser sirens alternate ex- 
tended estivation with intensive breeding bouts in the 
shallow temporary ponds created by the brief and unpre- 
dictable showers characteristic of this region, which, 
despite annual precipitation exceeding 20 inches, has no 
natural permanent bodies of fresh water. 

White-tailed deer, javelina, Rio Grande turkey, and 
northern bobwhites abound in the Sand Plain. Exotic 
species include feral pigs and nilgai. Nilgai are native to 
India and were introduced by the King Ranch in the 1930's 
(Sheffield 1983). The largest herd of these animals in 
North America is found in the eastern half of the Sand 
Plain. 

Summary 
Clearly, the geology and climate of the Sand Plain have 

produced an environment unlike any other, with a set of 
animal and plant species found nowhere else. The deep 
sands, unpredictable climate, and lack of permanent 
bodies of fresh water resulted in a history of large owner- 
ships and sparse human population (Kenedy County, in 
the heart of the Sand Plain, has fewer than 1,000 resi- 
dents). It isa unique and distinct region that exemplifies 
the essence of rangeland, land that is untamed by the 
plow because of factors beyond man's control. 
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Seed Quality Testing for Range 
and Wildiand Species 

Richard Stevens and Susan E Meyer 

The seed bag label provides assurance as to the identity 
and quality of the seed. Each lot of seed offered for sale is 
required by law to be properly and truthfully labeled. 
Label information comes from two sources. The seed 
producer or dealer provides the common and scientific 
name, variety, and class (such as foundation, breeder, 
certified, registered) designations where appropriate, lot 
number, seed origin, date of harvest, and name and 
address of the seller. The laboratory performing the seed 
quality test provides the seed quality information. 

People who buy seed for range, wildland, and disturbed 
land restoration often use nontraditional species that 
present problems in seed quality evaluation. The seed 
may be sold at low purity or may not be readily germina- 
ble under commonly used test conditions. Seed of non- 
traditional species is often expensive, making an accurate 
evaluation of quality even more important. 

Government, commercial and private seed-testing labor- 
atories in the United States and Canada are required to 
use standard procedures as outlined in Rules for Testing 
Seeds, published bytheAssociation of Official SeedAna- 
lysts (AOSA 1988). State seed laboratories perform stand- 
ard seed tests on request and can answer questions 
(Table 1). 

Quality evaluation foragricultural crop seed is usually a 
straightforward process. Rules for testing crop species 
have been standardized and in place for many years. This 
is not the case for many species used in range and wild- 
land rehabilitation. Accurate and repeatable seed quality 
evaluation procedures have only recently become availa- 
ble for many of these species. 

When a laboratory receives a seed sample of a species 
not in the AOSA Rules, the analyst uses procedures deve- 
loped from experience and best judgement. Under these 
circumstances, results can vary substantially from one 
laboratory to another, resulting in confusion as to the 
actual meaning of the label information. This problem is 
worsened by the fact that standard purity and germ ma- 
tion procedures often do not work well on wild-collected 
native seed, and labeling conventions do not permit ade- 
quate explanation. The seed buyer must be educated to 
understand the implications of label information. 

A survey of Intermountain range and wildland species 
in Rules for Testing Seeds showed that some of the 
grasses and most of the forbs and shrubs commonly used 

in rehabilitation were without official procedures for seed 
quality evaluation. In 1985, the Utah Department of Agri- 
culture, the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, and the 
Forest Service, Intermountain Research Station, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture initiated a project to develop 
seed quality evaluation procedures for significant spe- 
cies. The project researchers have cooperated with the 
AOSA in securing adoption of the procedures as official 
Rules. Official testing procedures for 21 species have 
been developed to date (Table 2). The project has also 
generated insight into some communication problems in 
the wildland seed marketplace that are better addressed 
through education than through regulation. 

Seed-testing is generally a two-step process. The first 
step, the purity test, determines what fraction of the sam- 
ple, by weight, consists of pure seed (species being sold), 
other crop seed, weed seed, and inert material. The 
second step, the viability test, determines what percen- 
tage, by number, of the pure seed is viable. 

Purity TestIng 
The AOSA Rules define the weight of approximately 

2,500 seed units as the minimum sample for purity analy- 
sis. A major problem in purity testing is obtaining a repre- 
sentative subsample for analysis. Mechanical seed sam- 
pie dividers are used to assure that the bulk sample is 
adequately mixed for subsampling. This works well only 
for free-flowing seed. In general, the lower the sample 
purity, the more difficult it is to obtain a representative 
subsample. 

Seeds and seed units are not always synonymous. For 
example, if intact one-seeded fruits (whether or not they 
contain a seed) are defined as the seed unit, all unfilled 
fruits must be included as pure seed. This results in an 
increase in purity values but an accompanying decrease 
in viability percentage. If only visibly filled fruits are 
included as pure seed, purity values decrease but viability 
percentages increase. These changes in purity and viabil- 
ity are not necessarily proportional. Unfilled fruits are 
lighter than filled fruits, so then tend to "count" more in 
the viability test (based on numbers) than in the purity 
analysis (based on weight). 

From the point of view of the seed analyst, high purity is 
always desirable because it improves the accuracy and 
ease of testing. Most agricultural crop seed is sold at high 
purity. This is not the case for many wildland seed crops 
(Table 2). The cost of cleaning seed of many wildland 
species to high purity is not justified, because the seeds 

Richard Stevens is wildlife biologist. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, 
located at the Intermountain Research Station, Forest Service. U.S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture. Ephraim. Utah 84627. Susan E. Meyer is ecologist with the 
intermountain Station's Shrub Sciences Laboratory, Provo, Utah 84606. 
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Table 1. OfficIal state seed-testing laboratories In the Western States. 

State Address City/Zip code Phone Number 

California 1220 N St., Am. 340 Sacramento 95814 (916) 445-4521 

Colorado E-1O Plant Science Bldg. 
Colorado State Univ. 

Ft. Collins 80523 (303) 491-6406 

Idaho 2240 Kellogg Lane Boise 83712 (208) 334-2368 

Montana Montana State Univ. Bozeman 59717 (406) 994-2141 

Nevada P.O. Box 11100 Reno 89510 (702) 789-0180 

New Mexico P.O. Box 3190 Las Cruces 88003 (505) 646-3407 

Oklahoma 2800 N. Lincoln Blvd. Oklahoma City 73105 (405) 521-3864 

Oregon Farm Crops Annex, 
Oregon State Univ. 

Corvallis 97331 (503) 754-4464 

Texas P.O. Box 629 Giddings 78942 (409) 542-3691 

Utah 350 N. Redwood Rd. Salt Lake City 84116 (801) 538-7182 

Washington 2015 S. 1st St. Yakima 98903 (509) 575-2750 

Wyoming University Station 
P.O. Box 3333 

Laramie 82071 (307) 766-5225 

are very small and must then be "diluted" with a carrier 
(such as rice hulls) for low seeding rates. Also, cleaning 
procedures that produce high purity without damage to 
the seed are not available for many species. The seed 
analyst is faced with time-consuming and difficult purity 
analysis procedures for many wildland species. Without 
official seed unit definitions agreed upon and in place, it is 
not surprising that purity results vary among laboratories. 

The Seed Unit Controversy 
Seed unit definitions recently adopted for some wild- 

land shrub species have affected values obtained in qual- 

ity evaluation. For example, a winterfat (Ceratoides lanata) 
seed unit is defined as the fruit with attached hairy bracts 
intact, the form in which the seed is usually sold. Both 
filled and unfilled fruits must be included, because there 
is no reliable way to separate the two. This results in 
relatively low viability percentages even though fruits that 
actually contain seeds may have high viability (Allen et al. 
1987). An alternative method is arbitrary selection of 
obviously filled fruits for the viability test. A buyer might 
reject a lot based on the standard test but accept the lot 
based on the less repeatable method, which gives higher 
viability percentages overall. All analysts need to under- 

Diagram of a typical seedlot label (dealer's name and address deleted). The seed dealer provides in formation on: (a) common and 
scientific name, (b) variety and class, (C) seed origin, (d) date of harvest, (a) lot number, and (f) net weight. The testing laboratory provides 
information on results of the purity analysis: (1) pure seed percentage, (2) inert material percentage, (3) percentage of other crop seed, (4) 
percentage of weed seed, and (5) presence of noxious weed seed, and on results of the viability test, (6) total viable seed percentage, (7) total 
germination percentage, (8) total hard or dormant seed percentage, and (9) test date. 
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Table 2. Seed quality testing standards status for some Important intermountaln species. 

Status of Seed 
Quality testing 

Species Standards' Seed Uflitc 
Acceptable 

% Purity % Viability 
Grasses: 
Brome, Meadow 3 Floret* 90 85 

Bromus biebersteinii 
Brome, Smooth 1 Floret 95 90 

Bromus inermis 

Orchardgrass 1 Floret 90 85 
Dactylis glomerata 

Rye, Mountain 2 Caryopsis 95 85 
Secale montanum 

Squirreltail, Bottlebrush 2 Spikelet with or without awns 90 85 
Sitanion hystrix attached 

Elymus elymoides 
Wheatgrass, Fairway 1 Floret 95 85 

Agropyron cristatum 
Agropyron cristatum 

Wheatgrass, Siberian 3 Floret* 95 85 
Agropyron sibericum 
Agropyron fragile 

Wheatgrass, Streambank 3 Floret 95 85 
Agropyron riparium 
Elymus lanceolatus 

Wheatgrass, Thickspike 3 Floret 95 85 
Agropyron dasystachyum 
Elymus lanceolatus 

Wildrye, Altai 3 Floret* 95 85 
Elymus angustus 
Leymus angustus 

Wildrye, Basin 2 Floret 95 85 
Elymus cinereus 
Leymus cinereus 

Wildrye, Russian 1 Floret 95 85 
Elymus junceus 
Psathyrostachys juncea 

Forbs: 
Alfalfa 1 Seed 95 85 

Medicago sativa 

Burnet, small 1 Achene 95 90 
Sanguisorba minor 

Flax, Lewis 1 Seed 95 85 
Linum perenne 

Milkvetch, Cicer 2 Seed 95 85 
Astra ga/us cicer 

Penstemon, Firecracker 2 Seed 95 70 
Penstemon eatonii 

Penstemon, Palmer 2 Seed 95 80 
Penstemon pa/men 

Penstemon, Rocky Mountain 2 Seed 95 70 
Penstemon at rictus 

Penstemon, Wasatch 3 Seed* 95 70 
Penstemon cyananthus 

Sagewort, Louisiana 2 Achene 80 80 
A rtemisia ludoviciana 

Sweetvetch, Northern 2 Seed, loment (hull) removed 90 60 
Hedysarum boreale 

Yarrow, Western 1 Achene 95 80 
Achillea millefolium 

Shrubs: 
Bitterbrush, Antelope 2 Seed, pericarp 95 90 

Purshia tridentata (hull) removed 
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Species 

Status of Seed 
Quality testing 
Standards Seed Unite 

Acceptable1 
% Purity % Viability 

Cliffrose 
Cowania mexicana 

2 Achene with style 
(tail) removed 

95 85 

Ephedra, Green 
Ephedra viridis 

2 Seed 95 85 

Kochia, forage 
Kochia prostrata 

2 Utricle with and without appendange 
(star-shaped wing) retained on a 
1mm opening square sieve. Utricles 
that pass through are considered 
inert. 

70 50 

Mahogany, Curlleaf Mountain 
Cercocarpus ledifolius 

2 Achene with style (tail) removed 90 80 

Mahogany, True Mountain 
Cercocarpus montanus 

2 Achene with style (tail) removed 90 80 

Rabbitbrush, Low 
Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus 

3 Achene with or without pappus 
removed 

10 to 15 75 

Rabbitbrush, Rubber 
Chrysothamnus nauseosus 

2 Achene with or without pappus 
removed 

10 to 15 75 

Sagebrush, Big 
Artemisia tridentata 

2 Achene (with pericarp) or seed 
(without pericarp) 

8 to 12 80 

Sagebrush, Black 
Artemisia nova 

2 Achene (with pericarp) or seed 
(without pericarp) 

8 to 12 80 

Sagebrush, Silver 
Artemisia cana 

3 Achene (with pericarp) or seed 
(without pericarp)* 

8 to 12 80 

Saltbush, Fourwlng 
A triplex canescens 

2 Utricle, filled and unfilled, 
appendanges (wings) removed 

95 45 

Saltbush, Shadscale 
A triplex con fertifolia 

3 Utricle, filled and unfilled 
appendages (wings) removed* 

95 30 

Serviceberry, Saskatoon 
Amelanchier alnifoia 

2 Seed, flesh removed 95 85 

Winterfat 
Ceratoides lanata 

2 Utricle, filled and unfilled, includes 
hairy bracts 

75 40 

Seed quality testing rules are established for species only. All subspecies, varieties, ecotypes, strains, and cultivars use rules for the species. Hybrids follow 
rules of one parentage. Common names are from Plummer et al. (1977). Scientific names are first from Plummer et at. (1977) and Holmgren and Reveal (1966), followed by Barkworth and Dewey (1985). r Rules for tasting seed quality 

1. have been established and published for some time (examples). 
2. have been established through work accomplished jointly by the Utah Dept. of Agriculture, Utah Division of Wildlife Resources and the Intermountain 

Research Station, Forest Service, USDA. 
3. are In various stages of being developed. 
Reproductive structure that is marketed as a seed 
Seed units followed by an asterisk represent most common reproductive structure marketed as seed. Seed unit definition is being developed. 

Purity and germination percentages that can be expected using established seed quality testing rules on seed of commercial quality. 

stand a method and agree to use it, so that buyers and 
sellers will have a common basis for interpretation of test 
results. 

In cases where commercial cleaning consistently results 
in removal of fruit parts, such as the wings of a fourwing 
saltbush (A triplex canescens) fruit, the cleaned fruit 
(without wings) may be defined as the seed unit. In sage- 
brush (Artemisia) species, the fragile fruit wall is often 
partially or wholly removed in cleaning. In this case, 
either the intact fruit or the naked seed may be considered 
the seed unit. Similarly, the umbrella or pappus on a 
rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus) fruit may or may not be 
removed in cleaning; if it remains attached to the fruit it is 
considered part of the seed unit. In forage kochia (Kochia 
prostrata), tiny fruits are consistently nonviable and are 
removed by a standard screen procedure; fruits that pass 
through the screen are considered inert matter and not 
part of the pure seed component. 

The Seed unit definition can also affect the estimated 
number of seeds per pound. If appendages such as the 
wings of fourwing saltbush or the feathery styles of cliff- 
rose (Cowania mexicana) and mountain mahogany 
(Cercocarpus) were left intact, the number of seeds per 
pound would be substantially reduced. 

VIabIlity TestIng 
According to AOSA definitions, a viable seed (or seed 

unit) is one that is capable of germinating to produce a 
viable seedling under favorable conditions. For agro- 
nomic crops, laboratory germination test results corre- 
late well with seedling emergence under favorable field 
conditions. Seed dormancy, the ability to remain unger- 
minated under conditions suitable for the growth and 
survival of seedlings, has been largely eliminated in crop 
plants, whether by design or not. Agronomic crops are 
normally sown at a time suitable for emergence and survi- 
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val, so that a delay between sowing and emergence is 
neither necessary nor desirable. 

Rangeland seedings in the Intermountain area present 
a different situation. Late autumn to early winter seedings 
are generally the norm, and the seeds are expected to 
experience winter in the ground prior to spring emer- 
gence. Fall seeding maximizes use of early spring mois- 
ture and avoids problems involved with equipment han- 
dling on saturated ground. Mechanisms such as seed 
dormancy that prevent premature autumn or winter ger- 
mination are desirable under these conditions. Most 
native shrub and forb species possess such safeguards 
against premature germination. Seed dormancy may be 
regarded as a problem by seed analysts and even by some 
range scientists, but from the plant viewpoint it repres- 
ents a necessary insurance. 

Seed Dormancy 
When testing species with appreciable seed dormancy, 

laboratory germinability and viability are definitely not 
the same thing. There are several options when testing 
such species. A good example is antelope bitterbrush 
(Purshia tridentata), whose seeds are completely dor- 
mant when tested under conditions suitable for seedling 
growth. One option is to determine viability by some cri- 
terion other than germinability. A commonly used proce- 
dure is tetrazolium staining. In this procedure, seeds are 
soaked in a tetrazolium chloride solution, which stains 
actively respiring (living) embryo tissue bright red. Stain 
patterns are then interpreted to determine whether the 
embryo could have produced a normal seedling. Tetrazo- 
hum staining is a reliable measure of seed viability when 
adequate information from correlative studies is avail- 
able. It has the advantage of giving quick results and has 
been used extensively for many dormant wildland species. 

Another option is to apply a dormancy-breaking pre- 
treatment prior to the germination test. Four weeks of 
moist chilling will break dormancy for most seeds in most 
lots of antelope bitterbrush. For ungerminated seeds 
remaining at the end of the prescribed germination test 
period, viability can be determined by tetrazolium stain- 
ing or other methods. Seeds determined to be viable are 
reported as dormant seed percentage. 

For species with varying dormancy levels, a common 
procedure is to perform the germination test without pre- 
treatment and to report ungerminated viable seeds as 
dormant. Hardseeded legumes are an example. The ger- 
minable seed percentage plus the hard seed percentage 
equals the total viable seed percentage. For these spe- 
cies, seeds that fail to take up water (hard seeds) have a 
high probability of being viable. Hardseededness is only 
one type of dormancy. Most dormant seeds take up water 
freely and are not considered hardseeded. 

Sometimes a dormancy-breaking pretreatment is pre- 
scribed in the Rules; lots may be retested with pretreat- 
ment if a standard germination test yields a high percen- 
tage of dormant seeds. In this case, the retest results, with 
lower dormancy level, would be reported. The germinable 

seed percentage reported is very much a function of the 
test procedure used. Alternative procedures are often 
prescribed as part of a Rule, and different lots may have 
different germination requirements. Seed dormancy lev- 
els can also change spontaneously in dry storage, so that 
the germinable seed percentage changes from one test 
date to another. 

Seed viability may decrease in dry storage, a process 
that happens faster in some species than others. But total 
viable seed percentages obtained on the same lot at the 
same time by diflerent laboratories are usually in much 
closer agreement than total germinable seed percen- 
tages, especially for native species. From a seed quality 
standpoint, it is the total viable seed percentage, not the 
germinable seed percentage, that counts. Because the 
total viable seed percentage can change over time, each 
State and Province has regulations specifying the length 
of time that results of a seed test remain valid, or at what 
point retesting is required. 

Abnormal Seedlings 
Another aspect of the viability test is the classification 

of abnormal seedlings. Seeds that produce abnormal seed- 
lings as defined in the Rules are not considered viable, 
because abnormal seedlings would have low survival 
chances. For agronomic crops, abnormal seedling classi- 
fication has been worked out in great detail. When testing 
range and wildland seed, this important aspect is left 
largely to the discretion of the individual analyst, and 
results may vary considerably among laboratories. A high 
proportion of abnormal seedlings may result if the seed is 
harvested green, damaged in threshing or cleaning, or 
stored improperly. Older seedlots in the process of losing 
viability also tend to have higher abnormal seedling 
counts. The abnormal seedling percentage is not reported 
on the label and is excluded from the viable seed 
percentage. 

The Pure LIve Seed Concept 
Agronomic crop seed is usually sold on a bulk weight 

basis, because it is almost always of high purity and viabil- 
ity. But seed for range and wildland seedings is more 
commonly marketed on a pure live seed basis. The results 
of seed tests become more important when the pure live 
seed method is used. The laboratory purity and viability 
percentages are used directly in calculating the dollar 
value per bulk pound of a particular lot. 

To arrive at a pure live seed value, the bulk weight is 
multiplied by the pure live seed percentage (percentage 
purity times percentage viability). For example, if a seed- 
lot has a purity value of 50% and a viability of 80%, its pure 
live seed percentage would be .50 X .80, or 40%. A 100-lb 
bag of this seedlot would contain 40 lb of live seed. 
Another lot of the same species might be at 4O% purity 
and 70% viability, giving a pure live seed value of 28%, or 
28 lb of live seed per 100-lb bag. The 100-lb bags of the 
two lots are clearly worth different dollar amounts. In the 
wildland seed market, relatively low viability percentages 
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and especially purity percentages are acceptable for 
some species (Table 2). The purpose of the seed test isto 
determine what these percentages are, so that a corres- 
ponding dollar value can be assigned. This places con- 
siderable responsibility on the seed-testing laboratory 
and underscores the need for accurate and repeatable 
testing procedures. 

Using PLS to Set SeedIng Rates 
The pure live seed percentage is also useful in setting 

seeding rates in terms of bulk pounds per acre. For exam- 
ple, suppose a seeding rate of 1 lb pure live seed (PLS) per 
acre is desired forfourwing saltbush in a mixture. If the lot 
has a purity of 90% and a viability of 50%, then 45% of the 
bulk seed by weight is pure live seed. This means that 1 lb 
divided by 0.45 or 2.22 lb of bulk seed per acre would be 
needed to attain the desired rate. 

One majorsourceof error in determining seeding rates 
is the estimate of number of seeds per pound. For exam- 
ple, the weight of a fourwing saltbush seed unit can vary 
over at least a fivefold range. If an exceptionally small- 
fruited lot is planted, the actual seeding rate in terms of 
number of seeds per unit area would be much higherthan 
estimated, while the opposite would be true of an excep- 
tionally large-fruited lot. One solution is to set the seeding 
rate based on a determination of seed weight for the lot 
that is actually going to be planted. The weight per 100 
seeds could easily be included as part of the seed-testing 
procedure. Or the purchaser could make the determina- 
tion and adjust seeding rates accordingly. 

Future Prospects 
As demands for quality seed of a wide variety of native 

and introduced species continue to increase, the range 
and wildland seed industry can be expected to keep grow- 
ing. Mined land reclamation, conservation reserve plant- 
ing, range and wildlife habitat restoration, and roadside 
landscaping all present challenges to the seed industry 
and the people involved in development of appropriate 

plant materials for use in these applications. We need 
accurate and consistent seed quality testing procedures. 
We hope to continue our efforts to improve communica- 
tion among collectors, producers, sellers, testers, and 
buyers of wildland seed. 
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Capital Corral 

The Laws of Ecology: 1. No action is 
without side effects. 2. Nothing ever 
goes away. 3. There is no free lunch. 

Barry Commoner 

Grazing fees on the Public Lands and National Forests 
will go up only a little next year, despite a House of 
Representatives effort to assure substantial increases 
over the next several years. Congressman Mike Synar 
(D-OK) led a successful effort to get the increase in the 
House appropriations bill for Interior and Related Agen- 
cies, but when the bill got to the Senate-House confer- 
ence, most of the grazing fee increase was traded for a 
partial moratorium on off-shore oil and gas leasing. Sena- 
tor Harry Reid (D-NV) led the united front of western 
Senators to hold down grazing fees. 

The deficit reduction package that finally emerged just 
before adjournment of Congress set limits on discretion- 
ary spending. For the next three years, military spending 
will be cut $67.2 billion below the level needed to keep up 
with projected rates of inflation; domestic and foreign aid 
programs would grow with inflation. During the final two 
years of agreement, $115 billion in savings would be allo- 
cated between military and non-military programs by 
appropriations committees. Farm commodity programs 
suffer a $11.9 billion cut over the five-year period. 

The 1990 Farm Bill ag reed to by both houses in October 
expanded the list of program benefits which will be lost by 
violators of sodbuster and swampbuster provisions and 
created a new Agricultural Resources Conservation Pro- 
gram (ARC) to protect highly erodible lands, wetlands, 
other environmentally sensitive lands, and to improve 
water quality on agricultural lands. ARC is an umbrella for 
the Conservation Reserve Program, Wetlands Reserve 
Program and Water Quality Incentive Program. The latter 
two are new items. CRP would enroll not less than 40 
million acres nor more than 45 million acres by 1995. Crop 
acreage bases will be protected on lands coming out of 
the Conservation Reserve provided lands are maintained 
in permanent cover. Other Farm Bill provisions establish 
a new Office of Environmental Quality within USDA, 
extends research and extension programs (while gradu- 
ally increasing funding for competitive research grants 
from $70 million to $500 million), emphasizes low-input!- 
sustainable agriculture research and extension, and creates 
an Office of Agricultural Weather at USDA. The Bill 
includes a forestry title for the first time. The Great Plains 
Conservation Program is extended by the new law. 

A new Chief of the Soil Conservation Service seemed a 
sure thing as the deadline for this column came and went 
on the first of November. Bill Richards flew in to Washing- 
ton from Ohio, and it appeared only the routine security 

RayHousley 
Washington Representative 

investigations remained to be completed following White 
House approval of Secretary Yeutter's selection. Richards 
is a producer without extensive background in the agen- 
cy's programs, and is the third non-career professional to 
head the agency. 

The newly chartered Wild Horse and Burro Advisory 
Board includes among its members Dr. Wayne Buckhardt 
of the University of Nevada, Reno. Burkhardt was nomi- 
nated to the Board by SRM and others. Appointees also 
include Lonnie Williamson, Vice President of the Wildlife 
Management Institute, and Robert Grieve, Savery,Wyom- 
ing, cattle and sheep producer. 

Cabinet-level status for the Environmental Protection 
Agency stalled out in the 101st Congress when issues 
only marginally related to elevation in status were tacked 
on to legislative proposals. These included state jurisdic- 
tion over federal facilities (weapons plants) and a pro- 
posed environmental statistics bureau for the new Depart- 
ment. 

Betty Munls has headed west to take over as executive 
for the Idaho Stockgrowers Association after serving as 
Associate Director for the Public Lands Council in Wash- 
ington, DC. Steve Meyer, Director of Public Affairs for the 
National Association of Conservation Districts for the 
past six years is also part of the western migration; he 
returned to Montana to take over his family's farming 
operation. Bob Herbst, Chairman of the Natural Resour- 
ces Council of America has left his position as Executive 
Director of Trout Unlimited to become President of the 
Lake Superior Center. Herbst, a former Assistant Secre- 
tary at USD1, was instrumental in building Trout Unlimit- 
ed's membership from 13,000 to 60,000 in the nine years 
of his leadership. 

if you want to make your opinion known to President 
Bush you can call the White House directly on 202/456- 
7639, weekdays from 9am to 5pm. A summary of callers' 
comments is given to the President each day. 

One of the 89 Take Pride in America Awards for 1989 
went to Gregg Simonds of the Utah Section, Chairman of 
SRM's Excellence in Range Management Committee and 
Manager of the Deseret Ranch. Gregg also was honored, 
along with Alan Day as recipient of BLM's Volunteers for 
the Public Lands Award. They were cited "for outstanding 
stewardship contributions." SAM's annual meeting atten- 
dees are scheduled to hear a major address by Day's 
sister, Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor. 

More BLM awards—Partners the Public Spirit—went to 
Dean Visintainer, Colorado sheep rancher, and the Mon- 
tana C & B Grazing District. The Riparian Stewardship 
Award was presented to Lee and Jerry Brimhall of Ariz- 
ona, William Barnard of Colorado and Thomas Bingham 
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of the Utah Farm Bureau Federation. Earlier, Riparian 
awards went to Doc and Connie Hatfield of Brothers, 

Oregon, along with several groups and individuals who 
participated in projects and other community efforts. 

CONSERVASEED 
native grass seed for California 

granite SEED 
• Pasture & Range • Erosion Control 
• Alfalfa 
• Custom Seed Blends 
• Over 300 Species in Stock 
• Fast, professional service 

Meadow Barley 
Blue Wildrye 

Purple Needlegrass 
California Brome 

California Red Fescue 

pasture improvement, revegetation, 
restoration 

P.O. Box 455 
Rio Vista, CA 94571 

(916) 775-1646 Call or Fax for our Catalog (801) 531-1456, Fax (801) 768-3967 
Granite Seed Co., P.O. Box 177, Lehi, Utah 84043 

I $truax] 
COM PAN V. INC 

3717 Vera Cruz Ave 
Minneapolis, MN 55422 

Phone 612 537-6639 

Native 
Grass Drill 

ACCUPATELY PLANTS 
ALL TYPES OF SEED 

• Fluffly native grasses • Tiny legumes • Medium sized wheat grasses 



The 1991 Annual Meeting fees were accepted as: Pre- 
registration for Members—$95; Students—$40; Spouses— 
$25: Non-members—$120; and, Day Only at $30. Registra- 
tion at the meeting will be Member—$125; Students—$50; 
Spouse—$25; Non-Member—$150; and, Day Only at $40. 

A policy was instituted for handling Annual Meeting Sym- 
posia (where the term "special sessions" will be defined to 
include, but not be limited to, symposia and workshops) as 
follows: 1. The number and subjects of special sessions 
should be determined by the Annual Meeting Committee; 
2. Calls for special sessions should be handled like the con- 
current sessions, with deadlines and procedures clearly 
established; 3. A one-half day space for special sessions will 
be kept open to accommodate late items of current interest; 
and, 4. An Annual Meeting Handbook Section on Special 
Sessions will be developed to include a definition of a Spe- 
cial Session, duties of the Annual Meeting Committee, crite- 
ria for selection, requirements for application and deadlines, 
and evaluation criteria. 

The Society has been involved with on-going efforts to 
Interact with other interest organizations. 

A SRM "Quick Response Procedure" isto be implemented 
(See Statement in this issue). 

A revised Society Code of Ethics (See Copy in this issue) 
was approved. 

The report of a new Task Group, the Desert Tortoise Task 
Group, was approved, noting the Task Group will be con- 
tinued through the 1991 year to develop and implement an 
action plan. 

At the request of the Accreditation Panel and the Range 
Science Education Council, a Futures in Range Manage- 
ment Education Task Group was established to have repre- 
sentative co-chairs from the Accreditation Panel, Profes- 
sional Affairs Committee and the Public Affairs Committee, 
in cooperation with the Range Science Education Council; 
the charge to the Task Group is to make an assessment of 
range management education for the 21st Century; to con- 
duct a workshop at the 1991 Annual Meeting, conduct a 
symposium at the 1992 Annual Meeting, review an initial 
assessment report with the Board, and, a final report being 
submitted at the Annual Meeting in 1993. 

The 1994 Annual Meeting will be held in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado, on February 13-18, 1994, with the Headquarters 
Hotel being the Broadmoor. The 1991 Summer Meeting is 
scheduled to be held in the Holiday Inn in North Platte, 
Nebraska, on July 12-16, 1991. The 1992 Summer Meeting 
will be held July 18—21, 1992 in Park City, Utah, at the Pros- 
pector Hotel. 

The Undergraduate Range Management Exam contest 
awards will be increased from three placings to five individ- 
ual and five team awards. 

The Board accepted the recommendations of the Awards 
Comm ittee for the recipients of SRM awards to be presented 
at the 1991 Annual Meeting. 

The Nominating Committee had two recommendations 
which were accepted by the Board as: the trial procedures 

that have been in place over the last two years should be 
formally instituted as the Committee's procedures and time 
frames, with one change, which would enable the Committee 
to seek informal agreement from candidates of their ability to 
serve; and, and a firm policy was established that only one 
person from each Section should appear on the ballot at one 
time except where one individual would be a candidate for 
the Second Vice President position and another would be a 
candidate for the Director position. 

A proposal, the 'Endowment Fund Lapel Pins", was 
recommended by the Finance Committee and Endowment 
Fund Board of Governors and accepted by the Board. The 
proposal is established to benefit the SRM Endowment 
Fund, where lapel pins will be made available for purchase by 
members at a cost of $1 per year of membership. These pins 
will be available for membership categories of 10,20,30, and 
40 years. 

The Certification Panel recommended the membership 
requirements for certification by the Society be eliminated 
and a fee schedule be adopted as: 

Process Member Non-Member 
Initial Certification $200.00* $300.00* 
Reinstatement 100.00* 150.00* 
Annual Renewal 25.00 75.00 
* Includes first year annual fee 

A $50.00 processing charge will be deducted if an applica- 
tion for certification or reinstatement is denied, with the 
remainder of the fees to be refunded. 

The Board of Directors accepted a policy to institute a 
tn-level committee structure: that will be put into effect into 
1991. Task Groups converting to Select Committees will be 
appointed rotational membership as of 1991; the Planning 
Committee will be disbanded at this time; and, a new Budget 
and Planning Committee will replace the current Budget 
Committee, with the membership consisting of the Presi- 
dent, First Vice President, Second Vice President, Executive 
Vice President and the Chair of the Advisory Council. 

There will be three basic committee groups within the 
Society—Standing, Select, and Task Group. This new struc- 
ture does not reflect a hierarchical structure of committees, 
but is one necessary to the functioning of the Society. There 
is no difference in prestige or importance between the three 
categories of committees. (The use of the term "Committee" 
will include related terms such as Panels, Board and any 
other official group of the Society.) The definitions of the 
three groupings of Committees will be: 

Standing Committee: A group of members charged with 
conducting a function inherent in, or directly related to, the 
specific internal operation of the Society as an organization. 
A Standing Committee is established in the Bylaws or by 
action of the Board of Directors, and retains identity contin- 
uously, unless modified or disenfranchised by specific 
action of the Board of Directors. 

Select Committee: A group of members charged with 
conducting a function related to the external relations of the 
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Meeting Highlights from the SRM Board of Directors 
Summer Meeting, July, 1990, Monterrey, Mexico 
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Society with a) constituent groups, support groups, sister 
societies, and similar subject matter groups, or b) with the 
position of the Society on technical, social, and public issues 
concerning rangeland management. A Select Committee is 
established by action of the Board of Directors for a five 
(5)-year term. Upon expiration of the appointment, the mis- 
sion and function of the Select Committee is reviewed by the 
Board, resulting in dissolution or reappointment of the 
committee as identified in the review. 

Task Group: A group of members charged with conduct- 
ing a specific task or function pertinent to the internal or 
external relations of the Society. A Task Group is established 
by action of the Board of Directors, or of the President, for a 
specific term to accomplish a defined mission. Upon com- 
pletion of the assigned task, the group is dissolved. 

The definition of the various committees within the new 
structure as to their placement in the Standing, Select or 
Task Group areas, the five-year rotational terms for Board 
review of Select Committees, and the specific appointment 
terms of Task Groups will be: 

Standing Committees of the Society: Awards, Budget and 
Planning, Elections, Endowment Fund Board of Governors, 
Finance, History, Archives & Library, Journal of Range Man- 
agement, Membership, Nominating, and Range- 
lands. 

Select Committees of the Society (First year rotational 
review to be implemented): Accreditation (1995), Affiliations 
(1991), Commercial Affairs (1991), Conservation Reserve 
Program (1991 ),Coordinated Resource Management (1995), 
Employment Affairs (1992), Excellence in Range Manage- 
ment (1995), Information and Education (1994), Interna- 
tional Affairs (1993), Leadership Skills (1991), Professional 
Affairs (1994), Public Affairs (1992), Publications (1994), 
Range Consultants Certification Panel (1995), Rangeland 
Reference Areas (1993), Remote Sensing (1992), Research 
Affairs (1994), Student Affairs (1995), 
Technology Transfer (1992), Watershed/Riparian (1993), 
and Wildlife/Wildlife Habitat (1993). 

Task Groups of the Society (Year for completion of 
assigned tasks): Annual Meeting Handbook (1990), Desert 
Tortoise (1991), Futures in Range Management Education 
(1993), Major Enhancement (1992), Range Cover Type 
(1990), Small Tract Range (1993), Summer Meeting Guide 
(1990), and Unity in Concepts and Terms (1991). 

Meeting Highlights from the Advisory Council, 
Monterrey, Mexico 

The Advisory Council met July 28-29, 1990 in Monterrey, 
Mexico with fourteen Sections represented. Discussion top- 
ics included: 

Desert Tortoise: A Desert Tortoise Task Group has been 
appointed with representatives from the four states most 
actively concerned. 

Quick Response Mechanism: The Executive Committee 
adopted a "Quick Response Procedure". Any SRM member 
in good standing can initiate the procedure by contacting 
any SRM officer or the Executive Vice President. 

SocIety Statement for 1991 Annual Meeting: As requested 
by the Advisory Council in Reno, a general statement includ- 
ing information about the Society for Range Management 
and the rangeland resource is being prepared for use by 
Sections during the 1991 Annual Meeting. 

Board/Advisory Council Communication: Advisory 
Council issues or concerns occasionally arise during the 
Annual or Summer Meetings which require a more timely 
response than can sometimes be given during the Joint 
Meeting of the Board and Advisory Council. To respond to 
this need in a more efficient manner, President Rex Cleary 
recommended such concerns could be addressed by 2-3 
representatives of both the Board and Advisory Council. 
This approach would provide a more complete understand- 
ing of such issues and allow sufficient time for Board consid- 
erations. Issues of a less timely nature could be referred to 
appropriate committees. Under the new Committee Struc- 
ture, the Executive, Budget and Planning Committees have 
been combined and Mr. Cleary reported the Advisory Coun- 
ci Chair will serve as a member of this body. 

Publicity Campaign: To promote a proactive, as opposed 
to reactive Society posture, the Council supported the con- 
cept of an international campaign to set forth Society goals 
and philosophy. [See Joint Meeting, Advisory Council Recom- 
mendation 1.1 

Advisory Council Procedures: Council members felt there 
is need for a method to minimize agenda repetition and 
inform new Advisory Council members of past Council 
recommendations, Board actions, and current status of the 
recommendations. [See Joint Meeting, Advisory Council 
Recommendation 2.] 

Joint Meeting Board of Directors-Advisory 
Council 

The SAM Board of Directors and Advisory Council met 
jointly on July 29, 1990. At that time, the Advisory Council 
presented 2 recommendations to the Board for consider- 
ation: 

Recommendation 1: The Advisory Council recommends the 
Society for Range Management initiate a proactive cam- 
paign to set forth the Society's objectives and philosophy on 
international prime-time television and radio. 

The Board of Directors acknowledged receipt of Re- 
commendation 1 from the Advisory Council and the Board 
will forward the recommendation on to the Information and 
Education Committee and Major Enhancement Task Group, 
to include information as suggested by discussion. The 
Budget and Planning Committee will also review the recom- 
mendation in more depth at their next meeting, to ensure that 
the intent and direction of the recommendation is properly 
conveyed to the Committee and Task Group. 
Recommendation 2: The Advisory Council recommends the 
Advisory Council "Procedures" pamphlet (Reports Section) 
be revised to require the Advisory Council Chair or his/her 
designee to assemble, maintain, and distribute a five-year 
record of Advisory Council Recommendations, Board action 
on the recommendations, and current status summary. 

The Advisory Council "Procedures" pamphlet (Schedules 
and Timing Section) be revised to require the Advisory 
Council Chair to distribute the updated five-year record of 
past recommendations to the Council membership at the 
time meeting agenda items are solicited. 

The Board of Directors accepted, approved, and en- 
couraged Recommendation 2. from the Advisory Council. 

Detailed copies of the SAM Board of Directors or Advisory Council 
Minutes may be obtained at a minimum cost by contacting the office at 
Society for Range Management, 1839 York Street, Denver, CO 80206. 
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